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THE NEW FIRE CHIEF
Van Russell, Recently Elect
ed, Is Starting Off On the
Right Foot

Editor
WM. O FULLER
Associate Editor
PRANK A WINSLOW

Numerous calls have kept the Fire
Department on the run the past two
weeks and have served to emphasize
that the new chief engineer. Van
Russell, is apparently the right man
in the right place.
He began answering the fire alarm
when he was only 14 years of age.
running first with the G. F. Burgess
Hose Co. in Rockport, where he was
employed for a number of years by
-We can do more good by being —
the Rockland & Rockport Lime Com
♦ good than In any other way —
— Rowland HUI
— pany.
Moving to this city he has
■—
«•**
♦ - - - « worked as a painter and paper hanger
Subscriptions 63.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

THE SOUTHERN CRUISE
The Southern Winter Cruise Con
test is now entering the second week
and contestants are gathering votes
all over the county in an effort to
win a free trip to Havana. The first
standing is listed below with scores
close
Arlene Havener leads this week
with Vivian Mullen and Edna Oregory close behind followed by Francis
Havener Jr. and Carrie Breen. Ask
for the votes in contest stores and
save them for one of the contestants.
A list of contest stores will be found
in the cruise advertisement in this
paper.
The contest ends at 10 30 p m. on
Dec. 24 Contest standings will be re
leased every week in The CourierGazette. Score boards are now in
Perry's Main Street Market and Meet Van Russell, the new head of
Perry's Park Street Market.
the Fire Department
Arlene Havener .............
1732
Vivian Mullen ............................ 1535 ' and wasn't long in learning the Ins
Edna Gregory .......................... '481 , and outs of motorized fire apparatus.
Francis Havener Jr.................... 1364
When Albert R Havener presented
Carrie Breen .......
1224 his resignation to the City GovernCharles Mitchell ....................... 1150 1 ment, the city fathers scanned the
Leon White, Jr..................
11(» field carefully and decided to draft
William Cross ............................ 1036 I Van Russell from the ranks. The
Ellen Anderson .................... — 1036 • showing he has made thus lar has
Daisy Gray ............................... 1015 ! indicated their Judgment.
Ruth Barter .................. -.......... 1000
Vivian Foster ............................ 1000
IS A GREAT AID
Charles McMahon ..................... 1000

Enjoy good reception this winter by Maine Extension Service Ap
replacing your worn out tubes dur
preciates Work Done By
ing this radio tube sale at HouseCounty Weekly
Sherman Inc.—adv.
The county weekly in Maine, by
presenting timely scientific informa■ tion, has saved the farmers of Maine
thousands of dollars each year, says
HIGHLAND GRANGE
Arthur L. Deering, director of the
WARREN, ME.
University of Maine Extension Ser
vice.
Through the press, thousands of
readers are reached quickly, he points
out. whereas a speaker or a letter, writer can reach only a few hundreds.
It often happens. Director Deering
says, that those who read regularly
the agricultural news in their papers
are able to modify their practices so
5 TO 11 P. M! as to meet the many difficult situa
tions confronting the farmer. Bej cause the county paper is read thorDAMARISCOTTA
A supper you can’t afford to miss; ! oughly and regularly, he looks upon
j the rural press as one of the great$1.25
No rcservationa necessary
i est aids to agricultural advance129-130 j ment.

MASQUERADE BALL
Friday Evg., Oct. 30

GAME SUPPER
SAT., OCT. 31

Riverview Restaurant

BAZAAR AND SUPPER
PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
Head of Talbot Avenue, Rockland

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Supper 35c—5 .30 to 7 P. M. Entertainment 8 P. M.
BEANO
FREE ADMISSION TO BAZAAR AND EXHIBITS

130-132

HEATED STORAGE $5.00 A MONTH
Effective November 1.

24 Hour Service

CUMMINGS MOTORS, Inc.
FORD SALES & SERVICE

585 Main St.

Rockland

Telephone 350
130-131

LOOK! LOOK!! LOOK!!!

Haircuts 25 Cents Every Day Except Sat.
SATURDAY 35c
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR BARBERING BILLS
Always Plenty of Parking Space

RIP’S BARBER SHOP
75 PARK STREET, Open Every Night Until 9 o'clock ROCKLAND

s

EAPLANE
ERVICE
CIIEDULE

To the Islands of Penobscot Bay
Charter To Any Point
128*130

INTER-CITY FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND, ME.
Send Your Parcels By Seaplane

TEL. 8090

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, October 29, 1936

WHEN SAIL WAS QUEEN

THREE CENTS A COPY

HOSMER’S POND PROJECT

Volume 91.................. Number 1 30.

KNOX THE DRYEST COUNTY

A List of Schooners Built At Thomaston In the Willing Workers Are Making the Fur Fly— Some Interesting Facts Concerning the Recent
Port’s Palmiest Days
Rockland Volunteers Wanted
Vote On the Liquor Questions
A valuable contribution to Knox County’s marine

history found its way into these columns several weeks

ago in the form of a list of brigs, barks and ships built at
the port of Thomaston.

This list was compiled by Capt.

Arthur J. Elliot of Thomaston, the major portion of
whose life has been dedication to sailing craft, cither in
the capacity of master or as a member of that well known
Thomaston firm of builders—Dunn, Elliot & Co.
In conversation with Capt. Elliot yesterday he stated
that in addition to the formidable list of Thomaston-built
craft recently published, Eaton’s History of Thomaston
(Vol. 2) gives a list of 92 brigs, 36 barks, 68 ships, and
135 schooners, built at Thomaston between 1787 and 1864.
Bygone days! Who of the present generation can visualize what life
was like on the Thomaston waterfront. A famous statesman once lost
prestige by terming Thomaston as a small seaport at the head of sloop
navigation. But his cynical remark never could erase the fact that all
types of sailing craft were launched from Thomaston yards, and after
wending their wav down the St. Georges River, sailed tempestuous seas to
most of the world’s ports.
Today Capt. Elliot adds another chapter reminiscent of Thomaston’s
prominence in nautical history—a list of the schooners there built:

Name
Franklin
Delaware
Relnzi
Corvo
Alnoncak
Granville
Mary Langdon
Thos. Hix,
Paluska
E. Arcularis
J. K. Baker
R. Baker Jr.
Jas. Freeman
Mary B. Smith
Oliver Johnson
Wash Freeman
Tantamount
Natflus
Helen
Samuel Fish
William Flint
Ella
Seventy Six
Cattawanch
Veto
James Young
William Slater
D. B Everett
; Abbie Dunn
I Nettie Cushing
Addie Fuller
1 Carrie Walker
j Lizzie Carr
■ Cora < Etta
Louisa Bliss
Georgie B. McFarland
Abbie L. Butler
Aldona Rokes
j William McLoon
I Ada F. Whitney

Albert D. Henderson
j Chas. F. Heyer
' Jennie F. Willey
Annie Bliss
Effie J. Simmons
James A. Potter
, Ella Pressey
Amos Walker
| Hattie Turner
i Lizzie Wilson
i Mary A. Powers
Silver Spray
j Lizzie Heyer
Grace Bradley
Cathie C. Berry
Etta M. Watts
Etta M. Barter
M. E. Downer
F. L. Richardson
Lizzie Bell
May McFarland
Thomas R. Pillsbury
Maggie M. Rivers
Melissa A. Willey
Grace Andrews
Joseph Souther
Thos. R. Pillsbury
Almeda Willey
Cassie Jameson
Etta M. Stimpson
C. W. Lewis
J. A. Levensaler
Mary Sprague
Lizzie B. Willey
Nelson Bartlett
Jennie Lockwood
Eliza Levensaler
Carrie Strong
Mary A. Killeran
Ella Elliot
Helen L. Martin
Lizzie Chadwick
Nellie A. Drury
Horace O. Bright
Elbridge Souther
Emily J. Watts
Hattie Dunn
Henry Souther
T. W. Dunn
John K. Souther
James B. Jordan
W. J. Lermond
Mattie E. Eaton
Phineas W. Sprague
John K. Souther
Cora Dunn
Willie H. Childs
Robert McFarland
Mabel Jordan
Chas. L. Davenport
D. H. Rivers
Henry J. Smith
Sadie C. Sumner

Builder

H. G. Bird
Captain & Owners
J. Mourton
Cobb
N. Farwell

McLoon
Flint
Walsh & Simmons

Creighton
Dunn & Elliot
Stetson & Gerry
J. R. Farnsworth
Walker Dunn & Co.
Farwell & Creighton
Payson Ac Mehan
Walker Dunn Ac Co.
Walker Dunn & Co.
Dean & Owners
Walker Dunn & Co.
Walker Dunn
Captain & Owners
Emerson Rokes
Burgess O'Brien
Capt. & Owners
Amos Walker
Dunn & Elliot
Watts & Co.
Walker Dunn Co.
Capt. & Owners
Waterman & Owners
Walker Dunn A- Co.
S. Watts
Walker Dunn & Co.
S. Watte

Walker Dunn Co.
S. Watts
S. Watte
Stetson & Gerry
Walker Dunn & Co.
Walker Dunn & Co.
S. Watte
J. A. Creighton
Dunn & Elliot
S. Watte
Walker Dunn & Co.
Dunn & Elliot
Stetson & Gerry
S. Watts
S. Watte
Dunn & Elliot
Hilt & Waterman
Stetson & Gerry
S. Watts
S Gerry
Dunn & Elliot
S. Watte
S. Gerry
J. O. Cushing
Dunn & Elliot
S Ocrry
Dunn & Elliot
S. Gerry
Dunn & Elliot
Dunn & Elliot
S. Watte
S. Watte
8. Gerry
Dunn & Elliot
S. Watte
Dunn«Sc Elliot
8. Watts
S. Gerry
S. Watte
Washburn Bros.
Dunn & Elliot
Washburn Bros.
Dunn Ac Elliot
Dunn & Elliot
Dunn & Elliot
Washburn Bros.
Washburn Bros.
Dunn & Elliot
Washburn Bros.
Dunn & Elliot

Year Tons Captain

1822
1826
1838
1838
1840
1845
1845
1847
1847
1851
1851
1851
1852
1854
1853
1855
1856
1359
1860
1861
1863
1864
1864
1864
1866
1866
1866
1867
1867
1867
1867
1867 •
1868
1867
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1870
1870
1870
1870
1871
1871
1871
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1875
1876
1880
1881
1881
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1885
1887
1887
1888
1888
1888
1889
1889
1890
1890
1890
1890

73
65
44
98 John Tyler
145 Stevens
44 Clark
116 Holland
104 H Hall
39
101 Montgomery
54
77
57
175
204 Campbell
96
190 Pendleton
128
110 Thompson
214
250 Pendleton
94
196 Joe Teel
148
91 Marshall
261 Young
221 J. Killeran
199 Hicks
279 I. Fountain
91 Irvin
217 A. Henderson
173 Chadwick
286 Joe Teel
230 Pendleton
429 John Strong
267 Robt. McFarland
269 W. R. Eaton
294 G. W Rhoades
65 Thorndike
312 Masters
300 Avery
323 G. Poland
364 T Chadwick
334 Simmons
214 T. Chadwick
348 L. Ogier
165 W. A. Pressey
364 G. Poland
295 Hupper
319 Jessie Wilson
497 W. J. Willey
124 Russell
360 N. Poland
530 S. G. Hupper
319 A. L. Seavey
365 A. Watts
272 J Barter
379 W. Thompson
401 Delano
65 E. H. Maloney
456 J. McFarland
414 Hewett
281 C. H. Rivers
425 M. K. Willey
568 D. R. Andrews
381 Samuel Watte
527 H. A. Pitcher
547 J. Willey
399 E. D. Jameson
314 A. Hart
322 S. G. Hupper
21 G. T. Burns
650 Poland
574 W. B. Willey
670 Samuel Watte
443 G. W. Poland
160 Phil Kalloch
450 J. L. Strong
413 J. Killeran
419 F. W Russell
403 I. A. Fountain
449 C. W. Chadwick
460 J. Wilson
647 A. L. Seavey
658 J. T. Fales
439 E. A. Watts
414 S. Poland
680 J. H. Hupper
672 R. McFarland
737 Jas. Bellow^686 D. S. Martin
843 S. G Hupper
590 Sawyer
788 A. J. Elliot
944 Webb Thompson
527 W. R. Harringtor
585 D. W. Giles
641 E. L. Montgomerj
899 J. W. Belano
980 Samuel Watte
1019 Fred Watts
1053 John Adams
672 D. H. Sumner

Fifty-two percent of the towns and of two years ago. gives these results:
plantations of the State of Maine For State stores, 156,712, against
State stores, 103.334 or a loss of 5,181
went dry as a result of the first local
for the wets and a gain of 17,971 for
option election ever held in the his the drys. For hotel and club sale,
tory of the State of Maine. The 145.943; against hotel and club sale,
election was held In conjunction with 122.964—a loss of 15,950 for the wets
the Slate election Sept. J4, 1936, j and a gain of 37.601 for the drys. For
when three questions were presented beer sale, 160.642; against beer sale
115,925—a loss of 1,251 for the wets
to the voters of the state.
These questions determined wheth and a gain of 30.562 for the drys.
er State stores should be permitted I As a result of this vote no liquor
to operate in a. town or city, whether will be sold in 265 towns and planta
hotels and clubs should be permitted tions in the State; 250 cities, towns
to dispense hard liquors by the drink, and plantations will permit some
and whether beer or malt liquor sale form of liquor sale. The cities were
■ 10O-; percent wet, the towns 55%
should be allowed.
Towns to the number of 238 voted dry. the plantations 65% wet.
In Androscoggin County there are
against all sale of liquor within their
confines; 178 voted “yes" on all the 8 wet towns and 6 dry. In Aroostook
three questions; 38 voted against 35, wet. 36 dry’. In Cumberland, 14
hotel and club sale but for state stores j wet, 12 dry. In Franklin 12 wet, 11
and beer; 27 voted against State dry. In Hancock, 19 wet, 18 dry. In
stores and hotel sale but for beer; 22 Kennebec 16 wet, 14 dry. In Knox, 1
were against beer and hotel sale but wet. 17 dry. In Lincoln. 5 wet, 14 dry.
for the operation of State stores; I In Oxford. 13 wet. 23 dry. In Penobeight against beer but for State stores I scot. 36 wet. 28 dry. In Piscataquis 16
and hotel sales; three against State wet, 7 dry. In Sagadahoc 4 wet, 6
stores but for beer and hotel sale. i dry. In Somerset, 24 wet, 15 dry. In
Bingham stands alone in voting Waldo 14 wet, 12 dry. In Washington
against State stores and beer sale, 23 wet, 28 dry. In York 10 wet, 18
but for hotel sale.
, dry.
Two years ago the State voted for J The largest vote was cast on the
the repeal of the prohibitory amend beer question when 276,567 votes were
ment to the state constitution by 1 cast being approximately 90% of the
Rafting boards for the new lodge house at Hosmer’s Pond. Cut loaned 161.893 votes for repeal and 85.363 total voting strength that went to
through the courtesy of the Camden Herald.
the polls bn election day.
against.
Tlie above statistics were furnished
Comparing the total vote on the
three questions with the repeal vote i by the Christion Civic League.
water to the opposite shore. To date and probably all shingled. The doors
approximately 40.000 feet of lumber and window frames are all "on loca
have been rafted over. Last Sunday tion" when needed. It is hoped that
"P. D. R." IN BUSINESS
POINTS TO LANDON
the bulk of the loads was shingles, the following weekend it will be pos
and the first load started over at 7 30 sible to stain the building.
Literary Digest Poll Is Com- The President Was Once
a m. From that time on the two
There is a tremendous amount of
pleted and the World
Connected With Rockland
"Admirals" kept their outboards mov work to be done in clearing away for
Watches
ing steadily all the rest of the day ski trails, the ski tow location, the
Lobster Concern
transporting men and materials.
toboggan slide and other features. It
The current issue of the Saturday
The radio broadcast of the Literary
The first Job finished up by the all means man power, if the whole
crew of carpenters and helpers under project is to be ready for action be Digest election poll last night showed Evening Post has an article on "Mr.
the guidance of contractor Elmer fore snow sets in. Gene Rich, presi- 972,897 votes for President Roosevelt Roosevelt As a Business Man," citing
Young, was that of boarding in the | dent of the Outing Club is sending and 1,293.699 for Oov. Alf. M. Landon. a number of enterprises in which the
entire 80x26 foot building. Next a out an earnest plea for a large crew
, On the basis of the returns Roosevelt 1 President engaged. The story ls of
crew of 26 men swarmed all over the of men with axes and hatchets so
especial local interest because one of
staging to start roofing in the kitchen that faster progress can be made. v.ojtld receive 161 electoral votes and those enterprises concerned Rock
wing and main part of the lodge and Camden men are making an invalu London 370. This .does not at all co- land. This portion of the article
j from then on. for the rest of the day, able contribution in time and labor incide with the betting odds, but bet- follows i with full credit to the Satur
orders were yelled down to thc ground to make this splendid enterprise pos ting often goes wronrf and the Liter- day Evening Post):
I crew "five and a quarter," “seven and sible. But Camden will not be the
"Mr. Roosevelt bought into a lobs
{ ary Digest Ls generally right. Next
! a half.” “nine and a half" and roof- only town to benefit. The entire
ter-packing plant at Rockland,
J Tuesday will tell.
boards of the required widths were Pehdbscot Bay Region will be the
Maine. This was a business operated
Here was the result in some of the by Elmer R. Witham. Nathan D.
, passed up and nailed in place so center of increased activity this win
rapidly that the building kept grow ter. Mr. Rich, by invitation, has ad more important States, as broadcast Witham and Bert R. Witham. who
ing by leaps and bounds. And believe dressed the various service clubs in last nigh*:
bought lobsters from Maine lobsterj it or not one crew under "boss" Har- Camden. Rockland. Thomaston and
Roosevelt Landon men and shipped them around the
i old Corthell were so determined to Damariscotta and still has more on California,
89.516 country to distributors. A record
77.245
123.297 dated March 29, 1922, filed with the
get the entire roof on the main part his calendar. The wide appeal of this Illinois,
79.055
42.805 Secretary' of State of Massachusetts,
of the lodge that they worked right project is becoming more and more Indiana,
26.663
on through until nearly 6 o’clock, appreciated throughout the entire Iowa.
31.871 named Arthur P. Homes as president
18.614
| working only by moonlight. And they Bay Region. Thus coming Sunday it Kansas.
35.408 of Witham Bros. Inc., and gives a
20,254
finished their job. And on the is vitally important that as many Maryland,
17.463 partial list of directors, including
18,341
I kitchen wing, shingling got underway 1 men as possible turn up at the Pond Massachusetts,
87,449 Louis McHenry Howe, later secretary
25.965
about three-thirty and went on until I to do their bit. :It is safe to say Michigan.’
51.478 to President Roosevelt.
25.686
"Mr. Roosevelt does not appear as
j that if fifteen or twenty car loads of Minnesota.
30.762
20.733
dark.
50.022 an officer of the corporation, but he
Big progress was also made in men arrive Sunday from other towns Missouri.
38.267
4.490 was a stockholder and personally
clearing trees and brush from differ that this energetic group of Camden Montana.
3562
ent parts of the area. Brush fires men will make them more than wel Nebraska.
185So leased property used by Witham Bros.
11.770
were piled high all day long in about come keep them busy, feed them well Nevada,
1.003 Inc., as a lobster pound. This lease,
955
eight different locations and gradu and give them a good time. And } New Jersey.
58,667 dated June 5. 1925, appears on Page
27,631
ally the toboggan'slide, ski tow and after all it's only fair to Camden for New York,
162,260 323 of Volume 205 of the Record of
139577
4.250 Deeds of Knox County, Maine. It ls
skiing areas began opening up, but we're all going to play at the area North Dakota,
2.666
there's a vast amount of this clear this winter so why not work now. Ohio,
77.896 signed by Franklin D. Roosevelt and
50.778
Steve Accardi. Doc Peaslee. Bob Hud Oklahoma,
14.442 witnessed by hls private secretary.
ing away still to be done.
15,075
At noon time, as on previous Sun son and Ned Mills have checked in so Oregon.
11.747 Miss Margaret A. LeHand. By thia
10951
days the hungry crowd were ferried far. Let's see a big Rockland crowd Pennsylvania,
119.066 instrument, Mr. Roosevelt leased
81.114
A. E. W.
across the pond to Harold Corthell's there this week.
10.401 Daniel Green Cove on Green's Island
3.489
Rhode Island.
8.483 for $100 a year from Thad C. Carver,
South Dakota.
4507
9.803 'said cove to be used for the purpose
19.829
Tennessee,
1890 474
Washburn Bros.
Carrie T. Belano
of impounding lobsters.' Another
4,067
5.318
1890 808 Jas. E. Creighton Utah,
J. A. Creighton
Susie M. Plummer
Knox County Record, dated Sept. 25,
15500
21.370
688
Washington,
1890
J.
T.
Fales
Dunn & Elliot
Benj. C. Frith
13.660 1928. cancels the lease on the ground
10.235
West Virginia,
1891 750 Wm. Smith
Washburn Bros.
Martha T. Thomas
that Its terms had not been compiled
33.796
20.781
Frank
Mathews
Wisconsin.
612
1891
J. A. Creighton
Bessie E. Creighton
•
1533
2,526 with.
1891 841 Walter B. Wlllcy Wyoming,
Dunn Ac Elliot
Ella M. Willey
"The
lobster
venture
failed
ln
1926.
Ed
Hitchborn
1892 1203
Washburn Bros.
Harry T. Haywood
The dissolution of Witham Bros.
John Stahl
1893
Washburn Bros
Cora Hanson
Inc., in that year, appears ln the
1894 1057 J. T. Fales
Dunn & Elliot
O. 8 Glidden 1st
Massachusetts records of dissolutions.
790
Benj.
T.
Howes
1895
Washburn
Bros.
Henry Lippett
A SUNFLOWER EGG
Before that time the three Witham
1896 935 Will Hitchborn
Washburn Bros.
R. W. Hopkins
, brothers had disagreed with the
1898
1098
J.
T.
Fales
Dunn & Elliot
C. S. Glidden 2nd
management of the company and had
Washburn Bros.
John C. Haynes
• 1898 1198 Wm. Hamilton
ceased to be employees, although
J
899
1047
E. W. Arey
Washburn Bros.
Mary T. Quimby
they were still stockholders. Accord
1899 1250 T. Watson Dunn
Dunn Ac Elliot
Lizzie J. Parker
ing to Elmer Witham. the theory of
1900 1329 Willard Wade
Thomas S. Dennison Dunn Ac Elliot
the enterprise was to use the busi
1900 801 M D. Saunders
Dunn A’ Elliot
Republic
ness as a demonstration of the high
1900 314 Sprowl
Washburn Bros.
Mary E. Lermond
ly profitable nature of the lobster1900 1564 W. J. Lermond
Washburn Bros.
^Joseph B. Thomas
packing industry; and on the basis
1901 1664
Washburn Bros.
James Pierce
of this demonstration to interest new
1901 1253 J. B. Crocker.
Washburn Bros.
Joseph G. Ray
capital and expand on a large scale."
1901 1498 Millard Wade
Dunn & Elliot
William H. Yerkes
1901 1492 Walter B. Willey
Dunn & Elliot
L. Herbert Taft
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1902 1203 Ed. Hitchborn
Washburn Bros.
Harry T. Haywood
1903 2639 W. J. Lermond
If I had my life to Uve again I wonld
Washington B. Thomas Washburn Bros.
have made a rule to read some poetry
1903 456 John Brown
Dunn & Elliot
E Marie Brown
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes is a
Washburn Bros.
1904 410 George Lain
Margaret Thomas
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Washburn
Bibs.
1904
1427
Mary Bradford Pierce
J. W. Belano
PRAYER
1904 916 A. J. Elliot
Dunn Ac Elliot
E. Starr Jones
Over in Vinalhaven the hens have
Oftlmes I pray with words;
1904 1197 J. T. Fales
Dunn Ac Elliot
Helen E. Taft
taken to laying sunflower eggs,
Or else Just close my eyes
1904 1470 W J. Lermond
Washburn Bros.
And listen to rapt birds
Helen Thomas
which is regarded there as a good
Petitioning the skies
1905 685 John Allen
Washington Bros.
Stilman F. Kelley
With song; once a deep flood
omen for Gov. Alf M. Landon's elec
Of reverence drowned my woes
1917 1162
Geo. Gilchrest
Nancy Hanks
When a Jade-sheathed bud
tion. Above is seen a faithful repro
1917 1376 W. E. Rutledge
Atlantic Coast
Jessie G. Noyes
Unpetaled to a rose.
And when my lips would pray
1917
1411
R. C. Roding
Atlantic Coast
duction of a sunflower egg laid by a
Ida S. Dow
In a soft-lighted church.
1918 1562 O. C. Sawyer
They found no words to say;
Atlantic Coast
Augustus Hilton
hen which is owned by Albert Cobb.
Strangely, outside, a birch.
1918 1264 H. L. Heyliger
Dunn Ac Elliot
Frank 11. Winslow the well known
Margaret Throop
So like an angel there
With wings bent to the wind.
1918 2599
Vinalhaven photographer was right
Geo. Gilchrest
Steamer Utoka
Murmured a truant prayer
1919 1450 J. T. Rutledge
on the job—as usual—and has sent
My dumb Ups could not find.
William G. Harriman Atlantic Coast
Bell chiming hymns I knew
1919 1511 Alden Cheney
The Courier-Gazette a picture of the
Atlantic Coast
M. Vivian Pierce
Were silvery as the tree
O'ershadowlng a pew
1920 1643 W B. Willey
egg which is here passed on to the
Atlantic Coast
Atlantic Coast
Wherein God knelt with me.
1920 1512 Elmer Beal
readers.
Dunn & Elliot
—Gertie Stewart Phillip*
Edna Hoyt

If not from dawn, at least until I camp where a total of 62 excellent
dark the winter sports area at Hos meals were served by the Ladles’ Aux
mer’s Pond was the scene of intense iliary of the Camden Outing Club.
activity. Last Sunday was the fifth Tills in itself is a real piece of work,
successive Sunday that a large group but the same spirit of enthusiasm
of volunteer >orkers have kept things prevails in the kitchen as at the
speeding along. During the week area, and things moved like clock
additional supplies of building ma work.
terial had been landed at the lake
This Sunday the carpenters expect
ready for transportation across the to get the entire building roofed in
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TRIED THIS TOBACCO

The Courier-Gazette

Mr, Roosevelt's Personal
Reliabilty—The Real
Issue in the Campaigu

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I am merciful, saith the Lord, and
I will not keep anger forever. —Jer.
3: 12.

By Nicholas Roosevelt

For the National Republican Builders, Inc.

FOR PRESIDENT

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas

As thc campaign draws to Its close one of its most distressing aspects is
the increasing evidence of Mr. Roosevelt's unwillingness—or inability—to
distinguish between fact and fancy. Respect for the high office which he
holds makes most people loathe to believe that he is untruthful. But the only
alternative is to conclude that he is unaware of his own ability to tell fact
from fancy, which is merely another way of implying that he is not very clear
in his mental processes.

r

8 YEARS A60NO NEED EVER

TO SWITCH AGAIN!

BIG DAY FOR V. F. W.

Huntley-Hill Post and Aux
iliary To Parade Before
Installation

Editorial

be counted upon to reduce his head
swelling if there, is any.
Dick Fitzmaurice motors across
from Augusta to try the measure of
Butch Wooster, but somebody ought
to tip the Capital City lad off to the
fact that this Wooster boy is im
proving with every bout and packs a
punch that is apt to pull the roof
down around Dick’s ears.
The preliminary offerings are:
Popeye Manta of Rockland vs.
Seth Parker of Bangor.
Walter Reynolds of Rockland vs.
Kid Francis of Augusta.
Blueberry Larrabee vs. Kid Kloby.
home town boys.
Watch for the Hamlin trade mark.
____________
I

V. F. STUDLEY
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Block Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Large Size Upholstered Chair, for $13.75

Next Sunday the annual public
I world's best seller)
He had three dozen, they are all sold, but plrnty more on the way
joint installation of the Huntleyhere, all colors. We have a sample but ran’t deliver until next
Hill Post. Veterans Of Foreign Wars,
shipment arrives.
and Its Auxiliary wiil be held at the
K. P. hall. Main street, at 2 p. m.. all
128-tf
patriotic bodies and the general
i public are invited to attend. There
bath and dining room. This, together year, the mercury falling as low as
will be able speakers, music and buf
with various electrical appliances 18, and 20 above in many places. Ice
fet lunoh. The officers-elect who
makes the Austin home an up-to-date froze thick wherever water was to
will be installed are: Comander.
cottage.
be found, signifying a hint of what is
Frank McDonnell; senior vice, Daniel
Newton Street, town clerk of Wood- in store.
Noonan. Junior vice. James J. MonoMrs. H. J. Marshall. Frank Crute
CUSH1NG
bridge, with Mrs. Street spent the
han; adjutant. John Guistin; officer
____
weekend in town at their newly- and Kenneth Crute and many others
of the day, Charles Hill; Chaplain,
J D. Austin has the annex to ills bought farm, the former Elliot Arnold are suffering from severe colds.
George Leonard; color bearers. Ralph cottage completed, Silas Hyler being place.
Mrs. J. D. Austin is to entertain
Colson and John Williams; quarter the carpenter and John DeWinter the i The cold wave which struck here the Helpful Club Friday night at a
master, Vernon Giles.
electrician. Tlie annex consists of a Monday was severe for this time of i Halloween party at her cottage.
There were over 350 in attendance
last year making it one of the most
never did run across a tobacco as | successful and largest Installations
mild and flavory as Prince Albert,” ever held in this city. Huntley-Hill
uajarajaiajajarajafafapj
says Alfred Doremus. “They say the Post is asking the same co-operation
reason it bums so slow and cool and
this year frem the public and other
sweet is because a special ‘no-bite’
process takes out all the harshness. patriotic bodies. All members of
And I get a lot more smoking out of Huntley-Hill Post, and Auxiliary are
that big, handy tin—around 50 pipe requested to meet at the K. P. hall,
fuls all the time.”
I at 12:45 in uniform; if no uniform be
present just the same, to participate
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert.
If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe , in a parade led by the Rockland band.
tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket
I Guest comrades are asked to join the
tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us
at any time within a month from this date,
celebration and parade with the new
and we will refund full purchase price, plus
ly acquired set of colors.
postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Department Commander, William
P.A. rolls into wonderful “makin’s” Waldron of Randolph, is the in
We haunt the food markets throughout the country and bring back “Gobble-ins”
stalling officer. Mayor Leforest A.
cigarettes too.
Copyright. 19M. R, J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Thurston and members of the City
that you want to get! Because we buy in such immense quantities we simply
Council will head the distinguished
bewitch prices. Here are just a few of the sprightly values you will need for
guests. Every citizen is courteously inyour Halloween party.
1 vited to attend these public ceremon
ies, which will commence exactly at
PHONE 1234
PROMPT DELIVERY
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE I 2 p. m.
Nathan Berliawsky,
•I
Committee Chairman.
FARM INCOME VP

he has built up so much distrust.
As this charge is
There is no hiding tire fact that his
a serious one it ”
For Vice President
personality is almost the largest issue
deserves
careful
in the campaign. Millions who voted j
documentation.
for him in 1932 feel that while we j
His disregard of
may be “on our way" no one—least
of Illinois
his campaign
of all Mr. Roosevelt—has any idea
promises and the
where that way leads.
pledges in the
This is the keynote of the cam
Democratic plat
paign—that our leader seems to have
form are so well
a very vague idea of where we are
known that they
NATIONAL HEARING WEEK
going, whence we came, or why we
—
I need no enlargeare on our way. Tills for a skipper,
From Maine to California this ment here. The
is hardly a desirable frame of mind.
week a concerted effort is being record speaks for itself.
made by organization for thc hard of [ What of his subsequent utterances
REV. C. II. B. SELIGER
hearing to bring to thc public a bet- • and acts?
Rev. Charles H. B. Seliger. retired
ter understanding of deafness and ' Let us take a few at random,
its problems. In the olden days
On October 10 of this year, speak- pastor, died at his home on North
persons afflicted with that misfor- ing at Omaha, Nebraska, he said Main street Tuesday night, following
tune went through life suffering 1 that the farmers' Income had been an ill turn which he suffered several
weeks ago. The funeral services will
from thc great handicap which it! tripled under his administration
The
actual
figures
show
that
it
rose
’
be
held at the Congregational Church
imposed, and denied of the many
comforts which science and organ- from $5.331.000.000 ln 1932 to $7,850.- Friday afternoon at 1 o clock. Aurora
ized effort have now decreed shall 000.000 in 1936 .estimated).
Lodge. F.AM will conduct its ritual
come to thc aid of thc afflicted. | On that same day he said that service, and Claremont Commandery,
Modern devices have brought i under hls policy of reciprocal trade ' K. T.. will perform escort duty. The
“light" to thc blind and sc ientifk treaties'he'was regaining the farmers' burial will be in Mt. Pleasant cemedevelopment is bringing “ears" to foreign markets. The official records tery in Augusta. Friends may view
the remains at the church between
the deaf. Many communities, and show a steady decline, month by
the hours of 11 a. m. and lp.m.
month,
in
the
value
of
raw
cotton
Rockland is fortunately one of
Friday.
sold
abroad
during
the
last
year,
and
them, have their Societies for the
Mr. Seliger was born in Posen. GerHard of Hearing and they are ful present exports of foodstuffs are
1 many. Dec. 23. 1867. son cf August
worth
only
about
two-thirds
of
the
filling a mission which persons in
WITH THE B1FFERS
| and Marianna Seliger.
thc full possession of their normal sales a year ago.
The
federal
bureau
of
agricultural
Coming to this country he chose
In that same speech he took credit
faculties cannot readily understand.
Glancing Through Menu Of
the ministry as his vocation, preach- economics reported this week an iu<
for
the
lowering
of
the
tarUfs
of
A letter comes to the editor’s
fered By Oliver Hamlin
France. Switzerland and Italy. Those I ing in Minneapolis. Chester. N. J.. crease of 26 percent in cash receipts
desk from Mrs. Nancv Gardiner.
, .
Brown of 5 Beech street, who has reductions 08™ about
as a ; Livermore Palls and Vinalhaven.
Tomorrow Night
of farmers in the Nortn Atlantic
been so largely instrumental in mak-' result of the decUion ot those coun- Upon his retirement from the minisInterest appears to be undfminished
tries to devalue their currency. Mr try some years ago he engaged in the ! states during August, compared with
ing the local Society for the Hard
Roosevelt had nothing to do with it insurance business. He was a mem- August 1935. Larger receipts from in the boxing bouts at the Tillson
of Hearing such a powerful and 1
I
• • • ber Of prospect Ledge. I OOF of
Avenue Stadium so there will prob
valuable factor in the community, j
potatoes and truck crops, dairy prod
In his speech the previous week at Chester. N. J., and local Masonic
ably be another big crowd on hand
^Otir’ work" includes not only re-' ^“sburg he said, with reference to
bodies. His jovial disposition won ucts. meat animals and chicken more tomorrow night when five good bouts
habilitation programs for the hard of the soldiers bonus, that as it had him many friends wherever he went. than offset smaller receipts from are scheduled.
hearing adult, but also programs of j been paid it was now no longer an
Mr. Seliger is survived by his wife, wheat and apples, the bureau said.
Gabby Poulin of Augusta and
conservation of hearing and preven-: obligation of the Treasury. The truth who was formerly ELtella Case of Au- Receipts from marketings during the Johnny Lawless of Bangor are billed
tion of deafness, with particular em- ' .
of course, that it was paid with j gusta; one son. Robert, who makes his first eight months of 1936 were 16 for the main scrap. Poulin has been
phasis on the children. The deepest;
satisfaction we derive from our efforts borrowed money, and that that por- home in this city: and one daughter. percent higher than in the corr?- I fighting in Boston lately, and may be
is the knowledge that we. as a united tion of the bonds which has not yet Mrs Stephen Haboush.
; sponding period of 1935.
a little “high hat.” but Lawless can
body, are safeguarding the hearing of ( been turned into cash is a direct
the boys and girls of today who obligation of the Treasury,
might otherwise become hard of hear4
,
..
ing men and women of tomorrow.
»> that 5ame
hc 511111 that
jthe fourteen billion dollars of foreign
National Hearing \\ eek was es ,oans made
investors
tablished in 1926 by thc American j Wfts now worthless. Its present!
Society for the Hard of Hearing, wortjj averages about sixty cents on
that persons everywhere might
(joi|ar and there is every reason
pause to consider the priceless worth w believe that much of it will ultiof good hearing and receive authori- ’ mately be repaid in full.
tative advice on how best to con-1 jt would be possible to prolong this
serve it that they might consider ygj indefinitely. His speeches are
especially the necessity of protecting fun 0{ skufully twisted statements
the hearing of children; and that which, to the casual reader, give an
they might give unselfish thought to impression which is at odds with
the problems of those'whose means! reality. The elder Roosevelt had a
of
communication
is
already phrase for this—“weasel words."
blocked.
Wljy should Mr. Roosevelt resort
When taxpayers realize the eco to these methods?
nomic value of deafness prevention,
That remains a mystery of hls
school boards everywhere will in personality. Walter Lippmann said
clude in their health programs an- of him in 1932 that “his mind is not
nual testing of hearing, with medi- ] very clear, his purposes are not
cal attention, lip reading and voca-) simple, and his methods are not
tional guidance for those who need direct.” James P. Warburg, writing
it. When parents, teachers, physi In 1936. attributed his apparent read
cians, nurses, health authorities, so iness to agree with everyone to a
cial service workers, and all humani deep-seated desire to be popular.
andbaler
• • • s
tarians become thoroughly imbued
Whatever the explanation, the efwith thc idea of conserving hearing,
we shall have a generation of hap-1 fect 15
create distrust. This is unpier, healthier children, When em-1 fortunate for Mr. Roosevelt as well
The oven in this range is
plovers investigate thc abilities of J as Lor the nation. There is even a
the hard of hearing, they will find note of tragedy in the fact that a
heated by the Glenwood
them, as a rule, conscientious, adap-! man who has risen to be President of
five-sidefluc principle which
table able to concentrate, anil ready 1 the United States over such overcirculates the heat more
anil glad to offset their handicap by • whelming personal odds should on all
evenly and is partly respon
.......................
sides
give
the
impression
that
he
is
means of hearing aids and lip read
sible for Glenwood’s repu
ing. I’hcn will employers be will not reliable. Mr. Roosevelt has done
tation for building the finest
ing to absorb into industry those | a great service to his country. As a
crisis
President
he
showed
rare
baking ranges made.
persons who arc assets, not liabili
agility. In fact, he proved himself to j
ties.
be the man of the hour.
REINE MARIE STEWART
But the hour is now gone. And ,
with the passage of the emergency. J
There is much food for thought those very qualities, which made Mr.
in thc wish expressed by Capt. Ar Roosevelt great in it are a handicap
thur J. Elliot of Thomaston that to himself and to the nation. There I
something might be done to preserve Is no doubt that his readiness to
the four-masted barkentine Reine change his course and to try any
Marie Stewart from thc marine thing was useful in the crisis. But now
Here’s a grand opportunity to replace your old,
graveyard which has carried so that the crisis is over this change
many sailing ships into oblivion. ability is no longer desirable. There
worn-out range with this popular heating and
Bought for speculative purposes hv is no doubt that his ability to inspire
baking Glenwood at a real rock-bottom price. It
New York parties thc Reine Marie confidence through his own self-con
fidence
was
invaluable
in
the
spring
Stewart still chafes at her anchor
has all thc famous Glenwood features — straight
age near thc Wadsworth street of 1933. But people no longer trust
sided baking oven, solid, long-lasting cast-iron con
bridge in Thomaston. In thc nat his own self-confidence. Hence his
ural course of events if thc present speeches more often alarm than
struction and scientifically designed fire box that
owners fail to cash in on their in calm the public.
An honest appraisal of Mr. Roose
gets every bit of heat out of the fuel you burn. A
vestment thc once proud barkentine
will surrender to time and the ele velt's four years shows much on the
remarkable value for such a low price—easy terms
ments.
New generations will credit side. But what he has done
too! Don’t wait — buy now!
spring up and will hear ancient for the nation has been at a terrible
price.
And
it
ls
because
he
has
residents discuss the old shipbuild
ing days, hut they will he able to created so many new problems that

FRANK KNOX

Every-Other-Day

V. F. STUDLEY

PERRY’S FOOD

Prince Alb ert

Ten Day Special Offer!

J

vimtd

COAL
WOOD
^/OIL

,//£hhwS/teatcr

visualize
this barkentine only
through thc medium of such pic
tures as may be in existence. They
will not hear the creaking of the
cables, they will not see the massive
spars and they will not observe the
sea growth forming on the idle hull.
The romance Conner ted with the
shipbuilding era will have vanished.
Capt. Elliot would like to see the

barkentine preserved, even as New
Bedford has preserved a whaling
ship by building a cement founda
tion around its mooring place.
Some day, if no steps are taken, a
generation will feel ahout the Reine
Marie Stewart as their ancestors
did when that other “Montpelier’
passed out of thc picture.
,

Glenwood

PERRY’S SUPREME

DOUGHNUTS
• ( INN \MON

:: STEAKS::

Ol'R OWN MAKE
COUNTRY STYLE

• PLAIN

2

• ( 11 (X OLATE
• MOL IS8B8
I)OZ.
« SUGARED
o
PURE SHEET
APPLE CIDER

Sausage Patties
24c lb
Pork Steak, lb 35c

:: GROCERIES ::

10c quart
29c gallon

Apple
c,DEP

Bring Your Jug
No Halloween party
would be complete
TO without this de
lightful treat.

CRACKER JACK
Free Halloween Mask Plus
Thc usual prize in each package

The New H’HEATSH'ORTH

pkg 23c

Cereal.

BONELESS SIRLOIN,
CUBE STEAK.
RUMP STEAK,
ROUND STEAK
PIG'S LIVER. 2 lbs
HAMBURG STEAK,

fSALE*

I

| medium package

OXYDOL forti

Welch's

when you buy

Tomato Juice, 2 pts 25c

I LARGE

KATZ, a Roekland Product

Cat Food,
Makes

3 pkgs 10c

3 cans 21c
Five Servings

o

--o

Shredded Wheat 2 for 23c

o
-—o
SEAVEY’S HOME MADE

PEANUT BRITTLE
Full lb box 19c

The Nation's Breakfast Treat
o
■o
Dromedary
UNDERWOODS

Cranberry Sauce 2 cn 29c

DEVILED HAM
Medium
Large
2 for 21c
23c

o-------- -o
Royal

Peanut Butter Kisses
2 lbs 29c

Baking Powder 12 oz 33c

J1.15

GOLD MEDAL FLOOR
‘‘KITCHEN-TESTED”

DROMEDARY

Pitted Dates, lb 19c
H. & II South American

POP CORN
Two 8 oz pkgs 19c
COOKIES
FIG BARS
COFFEE CAKES LB.
COMBINATION BARS
o---------- o
llershey's

10c

Chocolate Bars 12 for 10c

Peppermint Patties lb 17c
Jelly Beans,

lb 15c

lb 17c

Marshmallow Fluff
A delightful sandwich spread
when mixed with peanut butter

o
—o
Monogram Jumbo

Nut Stuffed Dates
1 lb pkg 21c

THE NEW

MOTT’S JELLIES

KNOX JELL

Large 10 Ounce Jars
APPLE
GRAPE
• RASPBERRY
• STRAWBERRY APPLE
f ORANGE MARMALADE

10c

• •

FRESH

ORANGES
ORANGES
California Ieeberg

Lettuce,

DURKEE-MOWER'S

2 lge cans 35c

Betty Crocker’s 15 Prize Recipes Free at our Display

Cut Carrots,

•
•
•
•
•
•

RASPBERRY
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE
LEMON
LIME
CHERRY

6-U’KGS.

29c

FOODS

Real Juicy. New'
Crop Floridas
California
Valencia
Country Roll

2 doz 49c
2 doz 33c

2 for 15c Butter,

lb 37c

Swift's Silver Leaf

4 lbs 11c Lard,
2 lbs 27c
Onions,
10 lb bag 17c Finnan Haddie,
lb 17c
Salt Cod Tongues 3 lb 29c Salt Halibut,
lb 09c

SWIFT’S GEORGIA CURED HAMS,

lb 29c

Southern Winter Cruise Contest Votes Obtainable
With Each 25c Purchase

(foityp Jlahh&L

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Make Tour Halloween Party a
Howling Success Serving

CHUCK ROAST........................ lb 14c
BONELESS VEAL ROAST.......... lb 20c
YEARLING LAMB LEGS................ lb 16c
YEARLING LAMB FORES.......... lb 11c
LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS.......... lb 24c
BONELESS POT ROAST............. lb 19c

129-131

" EVERYTHING TO EAT
FREE PARKING PARK STREET MARKET
^gjBjBJHfHJBrafHJBjgfafafajBfafBfararajgjgJHJgJHrarafzrajgJgraJZjarezfajajzrejgjgjgjajtirarejHjzfarajafHfgjzjHf^
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Every-Other-Day

RELIGIOUS WORKERS
Expert Carpet
Layer For Your
Linoleum Floors

M E. WOT TON & SON
405 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Made To Order
Shades and Lino
leum Work Our
Specialty

i The State Christian Endeavor
Convention Opens Here
Tomorrow

The annual .State Convention cf
Christian Endeavor opens in this
city tomorrow and lasts through Sun
•
•
• 4 l 2 3
day, with the First Baptist Christian
7 8 9 IO
4 5
Endeavorers entertaining.
10 12 13 14 15 16 •7
The theme of the convention is to
I8'9 20 11 22 23 24
be,
"Search the Scriptures? and1 the
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
sessions will commence with registra
tion Friday at 2:30 p. tn., at the First
Baptist Ohurch. The tentative pro
gram as announced Sunday follows:
NEW LINE OF
FINE NEW PATTERNS IN
SILK & WOOL HOSE
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Friday, 3:30; song Service; p:45,
Regular 69c Value
WOOL SCARFS
QUAKER
Oct 28-30 Maine State Teachers’ Con
Bible
Exposition, Rev. J. C. Mac
vention.
In a Beautiful Assortment of
LACE CURTAINS
Oct. 30—Warren—Annual meeting of
50c pair
Donald of the First Baptist Church,
Fattcrns
Past Matrons and Patrons Association of
To Retail For thc Weekend At
District 12.
„ ~
Rockland; 4:30, prayer and praise
All New Fall Shades
Oct. 30—Booster Night at Penobscot
39c and $l.C0
service, led iby Rev. H. W. Nutter of
$1.00 pair
View Grange.
RAYON AND WOOL
Oct. 30—Nov. 1—State Christian En
Liberty;
7:15. devotional service;
NEW
LINE
OF
deavor Convention !n the First Baptist
7:45, greetings; 8:00, annual message
Church.
WOOL MITTENS
VEST
and
BLOOMERS
Oct. 31—Halloween.
HOUSE DRESSES
of State Christian Endeavor presi
Oct 31—County Contest of 4-H Clubs
AU Sizes
AND GLOVES
Just Arrived
ln Rockland.
dent, Rev. J. H. Skllton of Portland;
For Children and Ladies
Nov. 1—All Saints’ Day.
39c
8:30, address by Rev. Dean Adair of
$1.98
Nov. 0—Chamber of Commerce annual
49c, 59c, 69c, 98c
meeting at Masonic Temple.
Falmouth.
Nov. 2—All Souls’ Day.
Nov 2—Parent-Teacher meeting at j
Saturday, 9 a. m.; devotional serv
PAJAMAS AND
ANOTHER LOT OF
High School auditorium.
ice. led by Rev. H. W. Nutter; 9:30.
Nov. 2—Shakespeare Society meets
NIGHT GOWNS
TWIN SWEATERS
with Mrs. Evelyn Hix.
Conference hour. “How to Study the
In the New Tuckstitch Weave
Nov. 3—National election.
Just Arrived—at
Bible," leaders, young women. Miss
Nov. 4—Knox County Superior Court'
convenes.
$1.00, $1.29, $1.59
Emily MacDonald of Boston; young
$2.98
and
$3.98
Nov. 5—Thomaston—Annual harvest
I men. Rev. Dean Adair; 10:30, Bible
supper of Federated Church.
Nov. 5—Meeting of State Department
OUTING GOWNS AND
Exposition, Rev. J. C. MacDonald;
NEW SWEATERS
of Education ln High School auditorium;
Cameron Beck, director of New York
In .AU the New Fall Shades
11:15. annual business meeting; 1:30,
PAJAMAS
Stock Exchange Institute, speaker.
devotional
period, Rev. H. W. Nutter
Nov #—Educational Club meets with
89c,
$1.00,
$1.59,
$1.98
$1.98
Mrs Winnie Horton. Cedar street.
leading; 2, Bible Exposition, Rev. J.
Nov. 10—Illustrated lecture by Rev. C.
H Olds at the Congregational Church.
C. MacDonald; 2:45, address. Rev.
"Ten Thousand Transcontinental Miles."
Calvin Cummings, Philadelphia; 3:45,
Nov 12—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair
at O AR hall
recreation; 6, Convention banquet;
Nov
12-13—Musical comedy "Ship
Ahoy." ln High School auditorium,
The attendance at last night's en- ( Anderson Camp. Sons of Union 7:30, devotional service, led by Rev.
Waterville and Madison High
benefit PT.A.
Nov 14—Vinalhaven reunion at 20th Schools played a 7 to 7 tie Monday tertainment in the Lions Festival Veterans, will hold a special meeting H W. Nutter; 8:15. five minute talks
Century Club In Boston.
by Maine Endeavorers; 8:45, address,
Nov
19—Monthly meeting of the with C C. Wotton of Rockland ref series was the largest thus far, and : Friday night, and will be visited by
Rev.
Clarence Roddy, Portland.
Baptist Men's League
demonstrated that the public has Department Inspector C. E. Renell.
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of ereeing.
Sunday, 3:00 p. m..; devotional
just awakened to the fine treat which Supper will be served at 6 30 by the
Federated Church.
Dec 10-11—Senior Class play at High
service, Rev. H. W. Nutter, leader;
The Fire Department was called is being offered on four successive Auxiliary.
School Auditorium.
3:30, reports of committees and in
to Glen street Tuesday afternoon for nights. The entertainer was Robert;
Two Bush Lighted Whistle buoy re-* a small fire in a clothes closet at the Zimmerman, internationally known
As this paper was going to press in stallation of officers; 4:00. address,
as a deep sea diver, and holding 33 terested spectators had gathered at Mr. Charles Grennels, New York;
ported flashing irregularly will be [home of James Warren.
championships in swimming and div the Fireproof Garage to see Cannon 6:00, mass C. E. meeting; 7:00, de
repaired.
A motor boat seized in Eastern wa ing He has twice participated in the ball Baker the famous automobile votional service; 8:00, address. Rev.
The Elks remind you again of the ters last year was knocked down to Olympic events. Surrounding him on driver, who is making an economy W Green of Boston.
‘Miss Lena Kerr, of Oakland, is the
Halloween dance to be held at the Arthur M. Johnson at U. S. Mar- the stage at the High School audi and speed run from Bangor to
Home tomorrow night. An enjoyable j shal's sale in this city Tuesday for torium were many relics of his diving Brooklyn, using Amoco gasoline and general secretary of the State organi
zation and is the person to be noti
evening is assured all who attend. I $32.
experiences—shells, sponges, fish, div oil, for which Raymond E. Thurston
fied concerning the delegates.
ing apparatus, etc. The audience fol is the local agent. He arrived here
Miss Virginia Egan, Rockland, is
A benefit beano party will be held (
lowed his dcserjption of these sou at 10.30 and was due to leave at 11.
HALLOWEEN PARTIES
general chairman of the committee
at the home of Mrs Marguerite John- [
venirs with absorbing interest. The with a schedule which called for his
making the local arrangements. She
son Friday night by the Auxiliary of i
barracuda he termed the most dan appearance in Waterville an hour
Following its lime-honored
has several assistants including, en
Anderson Camp. Play begins at 7.30.
gerous flsh which divers encounter. later.
tertainment, Millard Hart. Thelma
custom The Courier-Gazette will
He furnished new light as to sharks
Russell, Anna Webster and Willis
Members of Knox Lodge. I.O.OF’.
be glad to publish brief reports
Zimmerman devotes much of his time
The Third District Council of the
Hurd; recreation, Kenneth Hooper,
are asked to report at the hall at
of Halloween parties held
to motion pictures and has figured in American Legion Auxiliary. DepartWalter Staples and Miss Eda A.
12 30 Friday to attend the funeral
several which hav? been showi> at ment of Maine met Tuesday afterthroughout the city. Use much
Knowlton;
banquet,
Gwendolyn
service of Rev. Charles H. B. Seliger.
care in writing proper names.
local theatres. He paid tribute to noon in Thomaston. Edward Lynch, MacDonald, Mary Richards. Doro
representing
the
commander
of
the
It will save mistakes.
And i Hollywood stars and presented them
thea Merriam and Virginia Merriam.
Thc Post Office staff had a glad
please have reports in this office
in quite a different light from that Williams-Brazier Post welcomed the Thc registration is in charge of
hand Tuesday for Postmaster Edward
visitors
in
a
most
cordial
manner.
which is gained through publicity
as early as possible.
Florence Philbrook.
C. Moran. Sr., who was making his
stories. He particularly mentioned Mrs. Marietta Greenlaw, department
flrst call there since illness sent him
Oeorge O Brien. The Lions Festival president gave a mo6t interesting re
A bus will leave the High School
to Knox Hospital.
Masons will conduct their ritual series closes next Wednesday night port of the welfare and rehabilita
building Saturday at 11:45 to take
tion work done by the women of thc
The John Bird Co.'s store is in the service at the funeral of Rev. Charles with a three-act play.
students to the Gardiner football
American Legion Auxiliary. Mrs.
throes of the vacation season. Fred H. B. Seliger, which will be held at
game.
Mary Hodgkins of Damariscotta, who
_____
Snow’ is on |a deer hunting trip and the Congregational Church Friday at
has held the office of vice presiden'. J The d a R broadcast tomorrow at'
next week wiU join Manager Donald. 1 p. m.
of the Third District for the past two! 4 15 p. m. from WHEB will be given !
O. Cummings on a pleasure trip.
The Industrial Accident Commis
years, installed these officers: Dis- by Mrs. William Milbury Greene, Distriet vice president, Mrs. Edna Young triet of Columbia Chapter. Mrs.
Deputy Collector Charles R. Magee sion of the State or Maine has set
Thomaston; secretary, Mrs. Irene Greene's subject will 'be "The Charm
measured Tuesday a 20 ton yacht re Friday, Nov. 6, as the date on which
Metcalf, Wiscasset; chaplain, Mrs. of Sicily."
cently completed at South Bristol. The hearings will be held at Rockland.
Ella Hyland, Rockland; historian.
craft was built for Capt. W. R. Stev The commission will be at the
Maine motor vehicle owners, the
Mrs. Ida V. Huntley, Rockland; ser
ens, who is soon bound for Florida. municipal court room, City Building,
geant at arms, Mrs. Shirley Williams. Secretary of State's Department said,
at 2.30 p. m.
Charles C. Wotton will referee the
Thomaston. Reports of the activities have only a few more days In which
Portland High-Bangor High football Oily waste was found afire near
of the several units represented were to get their automobiles and trucks
game in Bangor Saturday. The game the Messer garage on Park street late
read. After a delicious luncheon, inspected at officially-designated sta
practically carries with it the High Tuesday afternoon, starting a report
served by the ladies of the Thomas tions. The department called atten
that the incendiary had been getting
School championship of the State.
ton unit, an entertainment was given tion to regulations which provide that
busy again When this blaze was ex
by a group of young people with all motor vehicles must be inspected
Superior Court convenes next week, tinguished another was found nearby
songs, music and dancing A very and display the official Inspection
but those who may be coming to the but proved of little consequence.
*
pleasant afternoon was enjoyed. Mrs. sticker by Nov. 1. Inspections are recity on account of it should bear
Hyland. Mrs. Huntley. Mrs. Mary quired twice a year—June 1 and Nov.
in mind that it will open on Wednes
Miss Amanda Wood of Boston, tele
Haskell. Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair and 1.
day instead of Tuesday, this being phone operator at The University
Mrs. Adah Roberts attended from 1-------------------------------------—----------due, of course, to the fact that the club for several years, has taken a
Rockland.
Presidential election ls being held on position with the R. H. Stearns Co.
Tuesday. The grand jury will report one of the most exclusive department I
MARRIED
Wednesday and thc traverse jury stores in Massachusetts. Due to the
GARDNER-DUNBAR— At Gorham. N. H , 1
FOR WOMEN
Oct 11. by Rev Sinclair. Robert B
Friday.
volume of business it was necessary .
MEN’S BREECHES
Gardner, of Rockland, and Dorothy
to install a new and much larger
Louise Dunbar of Camden.
Of a new construction that you ac
Oxford, Dark Green, Tan
Thd dancing group in “Ship Ahoy” board. Miss Wood was employed in
SIMMONS-WINCHENBACH-At Damari
tually walk on air. and so flexible
Wools and Whipcords
scotta.
Oct.
12.
Randall
Simmons
of
that they can easily be bent double.
the PT.A. play to be given Nov. 12-13 the local exchange here for five
Nohleboro, and INCIss Frances Win- I
$2.50, $5.00
chenbach. West Waldoboro.
at the High School auditorium, will years.
If you want real foot comfort
SAVAGE-HOLMES—At Islesboro. Oct. 10.
be one of the high lights of the
Try a pair.
by (Rev W C. Osgood. Francis C
splendid show being coached by Ade Bob Zimmerman, world famous diver,
They come in Black and Brown
Savace. of Portland, and Luella Holmes
of Swans Island.
Kid of glove-like softncee
laide Cross. In the dancing chorus was speaker at yesterday's meeting
YOUNG-PAYSON—At Warren. Oct 24
are: Harriett Wooster. Virginia Has of the Rockland Lions Club, and the
Flam AAA to EEE
by Rev H. I Holt. Bradford H Young
of Lincolnville, and Miss Eileen Paykell, Barbara Murray, Norma Hav members sat spellbound as he told
son of Hope.
ener, Barbara Derry, Jean Clukey, of some of his most interesting ad
PAQUIN-WINCHENBAUGH — At Rock
land. Oct 28. by Rev. Herman R
Maizie Joy, Ruth Pike, Mary Egan, ventures. Everybody knows that div
Winchenbaugh. Roland J. Paquin. of
Also ROGERS BROS. Beautiful
Ruth Thomas. Kathleen Chase, Doro ing has the reputation of being one
Augusta, and Eleanor R. Winchen
baugh. of Rockland.
thy Sherman. Maxine Perry, Virginia of the m^st hazardous vocations.
Arch Fitting
Rackliff. Bernice Havener, Anna Pel- It is called deep sea diving when the j
DIED
licane. Josephine Pellicane and Cath depth of the exploit is over 150 feet. I
SELIGER—At Rockland. Oct 28. Rev
Charles H. B fJellger. a native of
erine Delano.
Beyond that the diver is paid a bonus
AAA to D
Germany, aged 68 vears. 10 months, 5
FLANNEL SHIRTS
of $150 a foot. The record is 261
days Funeral services at the Congre
Plaids and Plain Colors
gational Church Friday at 1 o’clock.
See “Clipshave.” the simplified elec feet. One of Zimmerman's stories
Wools and Cotton Mixed
MOORE-At Rockland. Oct 27. Lawrence
tric shaver at Gregory's Picture & was how he became entangled in
T. Moore, aged about 70 years. Burial
79c to $4.00
ln Bangor
Framing Shop, 406 Main St., over wreckage and it was necessary to
Crie Hardware Co.
130-132
send 200 miles for another diver to
CARD OF THANKS
rescue him. Good humor is one of
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks
to
our
many friends and relatives
Twenty-five cent trade-in allow his chief characteristics, and laugh
both far and near, for their help and
ance on your old radio tube, any ter as well as awe was reflected in
loving kindness during the illness and
436 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
death of our beloved wife, daughter and
make. House-Sherman, Inc.—adv.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
the faces of his listeners as he went
sister. Margaret who passed away last
Tuesday; also for the beautiful floral
from one story to another. The story
tributes and other expressions of sym
Sale, O AR. hall Monday, Nov. 2. of how he and his partner paid $1
pathy.
Albert L. Small. Mr. and Mrs. William
Cooked food, fancy and useful arti for the wrecked hull of the Wiscon
S Rich. Rose Rich.
cles. aprons, and candy. Open 2 p m sin Bridge, and their subsequent ad
Isle au Haut
Beano and other attractions, by Rutli ventures in attempting to salvage the
Mayhew Tent—adv.
129-130
cargo was especially good. The mat
UNDERWEAR
ter of having a children’s playground
Ambulance Service
Rytex Christmas Cards are used by
Short or Long Sleeves
was suggested by Past President
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art
Ankle Length
Frank H. Ingraham as a possible ac
ists and Social Leaders . . . yet their
$1.00 to $4.00
tivity for the Lions, but A. E. Brun
price is only 50 for $100, including
SHIRTS and DRAWERS
berg injected a reminder that the
your name on the cards and 50 en
club would be expected to do its part
79c and $1.00 each
AMBULANCE SERVICE
velopes to match. See the new 1936
in equipping ithe new community
COMPANY
samples at Tlie Courier-Gazette.
VISIT
OUR
WORK
DEPT.
building.
Postage 10c.—adv.
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OCTOBER.

(Successors to F. J. Simonton Co.)

936

6

TALK OF THE TOWN

Cold Weather is Here—Stock Up
at Our Special Week-End
SALE OF FALL ITEMS

RUBENSTEIN’S

AIR TRED SHOES

$5.00

TIES AND STRAPS

$3.50

RALPH E. NUH
SHOE STORE

BURPEE
FURNITURE

Halloween dance. Elks Home, Friday
night. Buffet lunch, favors and noiseWilliam E. Pratt has returned from makers. Dancing 9 to 12.30.—adv.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Thomaston.

129-130

RUBENSTEIN’S
THE VALUE STORE

421 ALAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Morticians

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

■
Russell Funeral Home

TEL. 662
» CLAREMONT ST, BOCKLAND

98tf

Headquarters for

SKI SUITS
Get ready now for winter,
take advantage of these
PURE WOOL SUITS bought
months ago before wool ad
vanced 20 percent.

O One-Piece Suits and TwoPiece Suits.

O Plains and Plaid Effects.
• Some with Parkas, Scarfs
and Sashes.

Sizes 3 to 6

$4.98, $5.98, $6.98
Sizes 8 to 10

$5.98 to $9.50
Sizes 12 to 16

$6.98 and $9.50
All Wool Ski Pants
Size* 10 to 20

$2.98
Lovely Plaid Jackets
Sizes 10 to 16

$6.25
Others, $4.95

Compare These

BLANKET VALUES
before you buy
Our group of I 2 stores buy blankets at the
mill direct, the savings are yours . . . take
all firsts!
avantage of them now .

COMFORTERS
All Firsts

FULL SIZE PUFFS

DOUBLE PLAID,

pair $1.39

70x80 . . . Cotton.

$2.98

Covered with Flowered Sateen

$8.75

WOOL FILLED PUFFS

SINGLE PLAID,

pair

.69

70x80 . . . Cotton.
Note large size

DOUBLE PLAID,

DOWN FILLED PUFFS

$12.50

Full Size . . . Taffeta Covered

pair

1.15

Full Size . . . Cotton.
A wonderful value

DOUBLE PLAID,

Taffeta Covered . . . Full Size

COTTON BATTS
.49
.55
.79
1.00
3.98

2h Pound Quilted,

pair

2.98

72x84 . . . 5? Wool.
Note extra size

3 Pound Quilted.
China Cotton, 81x96,
Wool Batts, 1 pound,
Wtol Batts, 2 pounds,

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Out of deference to the annual
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will deliver hls
new lecture at the Congregational
Church Nov. 10 Instead of Nov. 9.
He has selected as hls subject “Ten
Thousand Transcontinental Miles ”

city; and Mrs. Clara Lynch, Mrs. | Mrs. Addle Brown, Mrs. Vora Bemis
Matle Lambert, Mrs. Josephine Mor-|and Mrs. Florence Havener comprise
ris and Mrs. Margaret Campbell of the committee ln charge of the HalWashington.
I loween party to be held Friday night
____________
! at Odd Fellows hall under auspices of
[Miriam Rebekah Lodge. Games and
refreshments will round out the eveJ nlng.

What Dr. H. P. Weisman. medical
examiner called a drunken brawl
aboard a sloop resulted in serious in
juries to George H. Hurder, 71, who
had a possible skull fracture, and to
Alvin Webster, accused of assaulting
Hurder, Webster was burned when he
accidentally tipped over a lamp.

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

Attention Hunters: Out of Doors
Footwear of all kinds from $2.50 to
$5.00. Six styles of Rubber HuntShoes. Four styles of Leathertops nr
Larrigans. A Moccasin camp slipper
that zips on of soft elk leather that
(Ray says) is “a humdinger!" Have
you seen the red Windbreaker Vest
with plenty of pockets at $2.50? All
wool hand knit sox (like grand
mother used to make)
$1.75. Other
wool sox from 50c up. Come ln and
see these "Togs” that make hunting
a real pleasure! At Blackington's. iI
310 Main street —adv.

MISS DELIA JACKSON
Funeral services for Miss Delia '
Whitney Jackson were held Tuesday '
afternoon from the Russell funeral I
home. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of'
the First Baptist Church officiating.
Messages of sympathy were conveyci
through the many hand.-.ome floral j
tributes. The bearers were Robert U. ]
Collins, Lendon C. Jackson. Sr.. Ken- j
neth Spear and Francis Jackson. In- [
terment was in the family lot at
Achorn cemetery.
The deceased was born in Rockland |
Aug. 11, 1860. daughter of Ivory and ’
Lavinia (Burgess) Jackson. Rock
land was her lifelong home, and
many who came within the sphere of
her acquaintance learned to know of I
her generous and, kindly deeds. She
was efficient as a nurse and the com
munity in which she lived knew how
frequently she ministered to others,
without price.
Miss Jackson is survived by a cousin,
Lendon C. Jackson, Sr.; and five
nieces, Miss Lou Belle Jackson of this

JAMESON’S
Little Pig Pork Roasts ..................................... lb

.25

This te the time for roast pork; they are rood onez.

Fancy Roasting Chickens................................ lb .30
Native Fowl .............. ......................................... lb .28
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage.................... lb .28
Wc think you will like our sausage.

Extra Fancy McIntosh Apples.................. peck .70
Northern Spy Apples ................................... peck .50
Sweet Potatoes............................................ 10 lbs .25
Onions ........................................................... 10 lbs .23
Tumip, Cabbage, Squash................................ lb .03
Waldo County Potatoes .... peck .30; bushel 1.10
Why not buy a few ol these.

Old Fashioned Y. E. Beans............ -........ quart .16
Nice Cranberries .......................................... quart .16
One Pound Package Soda Bread.............................. 10
Monogram Chocolates ...............................................35
Alice hat been eating plenty of these.
taken on rne-half pound.
\

She has only

Fresh Spinach .............................
peck
California Lettuce............................................. head
Celery ................................................. large bunch
Leadership Shoulders ....................................... lb

.19
.10
.12
.26

Try one; they ore very nice.

Sunerba 2 oz. Lemon or Vanilla................ bottle .20
Why pay more.

New Florida Oranges........................................ doz .29
Chase & Sanborn Coffee......................................lb .25

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 17

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

Mrs. George W. Walker and daugh- |
Capt. and Mrs George Lane re
ter. Mrs Fred Campbell, are spend- '
turned Sunday from Marshall's
lag a few days in Boston
Island where they have been spend
Mr and Mrs Henry V. Starrett.
ing the month at their camp.
— And The —
Mrs Harry Beane, Maurice Wellman,
Mrs. AdeRbert Walker and) Miss
and Miss Rosa Spear were dinner
Mona Stahl went Sunday to East
guests last Thursday of Mr and Mrs.
Weymouth. Mass., where Mrs. Walker
i
Harry Spear in Camden.
will remain for the winter. Miss
Miss M Grace Walker, who has
Stahl after a brief visit there will go
Tuesday, Damariscotta at the Bis been a patient seven weeks at tlie i
Agriculture
to New York to spend a few months
cay
Community
House.
Carl Ross. Rockland milk man. is
Massachusetts General Hospital re
with her mother, Mrs. Maud Stahl.
Wednesday. Rockland at the Farm turned home Tuesday. Miss Walker
installing a special ventilating system
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carle and
Bureau
hall
witli
Mrs.
Ruth
Levenin his new dairy barn.
and her companion. Miss Eda St
daughter returned Tuesday from
seller and Mrs. Irene Levenseller on Clair were met ln Brunswick
• • • •
Mars Hill where they attended a
A county meeting of farmers inter the dinner committee.
by George W Walker, and Lee
Pentecostal Convention for a week.
Thursday, East Union, at thc Walker While not yet strong. Miss
ested m agricultural conservation was
Mrs. Arthur Walker, who has been
Held this week in Warren. A D. Nut Grange hall. Mrs. Lottie Wellman Walker is much improved and is
ill
at her home on Commercial street,
and
Mrs.
Mary
Payson
are
in
charge
ting of the Extension Service, and F.
gaining her strength fast
is showing steady gain.
I,. Newdick. State Dept. Augusta, and of the dinner.
Friends here were saddened to
Miss Minnie P. Shepherd who has
Friday, Simonton, at the Commun learn of the death Monday in Hope
membei of the state committee, were
been
visiting friends at Fairfield,
both present. Plans for the county ity hall.
of Nathan Barrett. His passing will
• • • •
and her brother Joseph Shepherd
for 1837 were discussed and a pro- j
leave a vacancy in that town not soon
A cake making meeting is to be
and family at Winthrop. Mass., since
gram for the county was prepared.
to be filled. He had been the local
held at Tenant's Harbor at Mrs. leader for a number of years of a
closing Shepherd Place for the sea
« • • •
son. is now enroute to St. Petersburg,
Arthur Walker of Rockport has Myrtle Taylor's home. Wednesday boys' 4-H Club, and the young people
Fla., to remain for the winter.
oompleted a three-deck henhouse with Mrs. Frank Crockett as leader were very fond of him.
which he has filled with pullets. Ee Mrs. Crockett is to make two cakes
Mrs. Donald D. Dodge is leaving
Officers elected at St. George '
now has a capacity of about 1000 the day before the meeting—one by Lodge F.AM. at its annual meeting I
Friday for Philadelphia after spend
the muffin method and one by the Monday night were: W. M., Albert
birds.
ing the season at her cottage on
Love has reared its attractive head in the guise of Louise Henry, and Beauchamp Point. Mr. Dodge will
• • • »
conventional method.
E. MacPhail; senior warden. Maurice
• » » •
Jack Holt seems ready to do something about it. Jack is starred in Colum remain here'for a longer time.
Several dairymen have suggested ’
Davis; Junior warden. Josef Vinal; ,
Two clothing accessories meetings
lhat they would like to become mem
treasurer. Benjamin Starrett; secre bia's "End of the Trail," a pulse-racing story of the Rough Riders, showing
Carl Everett and mother, Mrs.
bers of the Dairy Herd Improvement are to be held, one at Union next tary. Chester B Hall; senior deacon. Friday and Saturday at Park Theatre. Miss Henry alternately does things Charles Everett of Waltham. Mass,
Tuesday,
with
Mrs
Alida
Fossett
as
with
the
hearts
of
Holt
and
Guinn
"Bi$
Boy"
Williams,
who
is
featured
as
Association which is expected to start
Curtis C. Starrett; junior deacon,
spent the weekend with Mr. and
in the county next month. Harolc leader; and Appleton. Friday, with Albert W. tWhite; senior steward. Jack's buddy. Erie C. Kenton directed, and is seen in the role of Col. Theo Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham.
Nash of Camden and Roland Sher Mrs. Cassie Paul as the leader.
Henry W Surrett; Junior steward. dore Roosevelt—adv.
Miss Annie Richards visited her
man of Boothbay. are two of the lat
Leland Philbrook; trustees. O. W.
brother and ,sister-in-law, Mr. and
est who have expressed this desire.
SWAN'S ISLAND
Walker. Niven C. Crawford, and
Mrs. Alton Richards in Rockland
• • • •
Oscar E. SUrrett. Installation will be j
i
Wednesday.
M. G Huber. Agricultural Engir.ecMr and Mrs. F. F Morse have ar Nov. 16. the insulting officer D D
Mrs. Hazel Cain entertained the
of the Extension Service. Orono, has rived home after being in Sanford G. M. Edgar Ames of Thomaston.
members of her Sunday School class
been in the county with County several weeks with their daughter.
The ceremony will be semi-private.
{ Tuesday night at the Baptist vestry.
Agent Wentworth, studying the vari
The Methodist Ladies' Aid was en
Weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. S
Following a tempting picnic supper a
ous types of poultry house ventilation. tertained last Thursday at the home F. Copeland was F. M Montgomery ;
business meeting was held and the
He also assisted several of the peo of Mrs. Winnie Newman.
of Beach Bluff. Mass
following officers elected: President
ple in tlie county with their water
Mahlon Holmes and Eugene Nor
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will enter
Phyllis
Carleton; vice president.
systems.
wood motored to Portland recently. tain the children of the members of j
• • • •
Marilyn Cripps; secretary, Beatrice
Mrs Merrill Joyce recently visited the Lodge and of Warren Lodge.
Marston; treasurer. Norma Hoyle. A
According to County Agent Went relatives in Portland and vicinity.
LOOT at a Halloween party Friday
i short but helpful talk was given by
worth all orders for fruit trees in the
Mrs. Walter Stanley is in Minturn fTom 2:30 to 4:30 at the hall. The
! the pastor of the church. Rev. John
State pool must be in by Nov. 10 caring for her mother. Mrs Aldana committee includes. Mrs. Shirley
Hyssong.
Favment should be made either at Dunham who is very ill.
Bowley. Mrs. Edna Moore and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parsons of
tha! time or before Jan. 1. Grnpe
Francis C Savage of Portland and Corinne Perkins.
Oardner, Mass, are guests this week
and raspberry bushes may be ordered Luella Holmes of this town were mar
Rev. and Mrs. H I Holt went
of Mr and Mrs E J. Whitten,
at the same time
ried Oct. 10 in Islesboro by Rev. W Tuesday to Boston Mrs. Holt to enter
• • • •
Richards
Hill.
C. Osgood.
the Deaconess Hospital ln Brookline
School in town closed Wednesday
Poultrymen who desire one of the
Mrs. Margaret Munsell. Miss Fran for treatment. The pulpit at the
for the remainder of the week on ac
new poultry account books to start ces Wilson and Mrs. Ella Kast are
Congregational
Church.
Sunday
count of Teachers' Convention at
Nov. 1. should send in their request closing their summer homes this week.
morning will be filled by Miss Mar
I Lewiston.
at once to County Agent Wentworth.
garet McKnight of Rockland, super
Federal Building. Rockland.
First Burglar, after emptying safe— intendent of the Knox County Rural
• * • •
Minstrels A Credit To R.H.S.
"Let s reckon up the haul to see what Religious Education Society. There
With the Homes
we’ve got.
will be no evening service.
The High School opened its enterSecond Burglar—“Aw, I’m tired.
The sermon topic Sunday morning
Jessie M Lawrence, home demon
Nero Wolfe, sleuth extraordinary, played by Edward Arnold in Columbia's ' tainment season Monday night with
stration agent, has the following Let's wait and look in the evening at the Baptist Church will be. "Real "Meet Nero Wolfe,” has a difference of opinion with Lionel Slander over a a successful minstrel show, which
Christianity Work." Church school suspicious package, while John Qualm and Dennie Moore show their anxiety, drew a large audience and netted a
‘‘Home Laundry" meetings next week: papers."—Exchange.
will be at noon and Christian En _a<jVi
good sum. the proceeds to benefit the
deavor at 6. The 7 o'clock worship
' Athletic Association.
will open with a song service. The
Carl Eaton, as interlocutor, was ac
Columbia's ‘Meet Nero Wolfe.' read novel by Rex Stout called "Fcr ! companied in the circle by a cast of
sermon by the pastor will be entitled,
"Catching Up With Ourselves.'
) starring Edward Arnold as the portfc', de Lance," which was adapted to the I black faced song birds each of whom
Ralph Wentworth, county agent of cool-witted J.-iminologist who lives screen by Bruce banning and Sow- j made great hits with their humor
ard J. Green. Briefly, it tells of the | ous songs and were obliged to re
Rockland, conducted an all day
quietly among his orchids and beer
meeting Monday at the Grange hall
efforts of Wolfe to clear the shroud j spond to several encores.
for the 1937 program of agriculture kegs and solves murders as a hobby, of mystery that stlrrounds the murder | Interspersed with jokes the pro
conservation. Suggestions from the is holding forth Friday and Saturday. of Professor Barstow on the golf gram was given: “I'm an Old Cow
farmers were considered. Present Lionel Stander is seen in the leading greens of a prominent country club hand,” Mildred Butler;
"Cross
were A. D. Nutting of the Extension supporting role as Nero Wolfe's chief During Wolfe's investigations two Patch," Lyle Noyes; “It's a Sin to
mots ary sts
Service, Orono, and E. L. Newdick, of | aide and legman. Others in the cast others meet a similar fate. Forced Tell a Lie," Katherine Annis; “When
| the SUte Department of Agriculture, are Victor Jory, Joan Perry. Nana to play a desperate trump card. Wolfe I'm WithJYou,' Elizabeth Lane; 'Til
Brilliant New 1937 Dodge Captures
who is a member of the SUte Con Bryant. Russell Hardie. Dennie Moope subtly challenges the murderer's ego Bet You Tell that to all the Girls,
servation Committee.
and John Qualen.
and forces him to show his hand.— I Barbara Noyes; “Sonny Boy.” True
Spotlight at Sensational New York Preview!
Mrs. Ora Jones who spent several
Spear. Jr.; “Just Buzzing." Roberta
The film is based on the widely adv
days last week as guest of Mrs. S. A.
Holbrook; “A Rendezvous with a
Watts went Friday to visit relatives
Dream." Arlene Tominski; "Good}'
SOME OTHER TYPE
GLEN COVE
in Camden.
Goody." Vernon Kenney; "Till the
Capt. John Halvorsen who spent
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B Fuller en Real Thing Comes Along." Edward
the summer with Rev. and Mrs. B. E. Packard, Com’r of Edu
tertained a group of young friends at Noyes; “Bye Bye Baby." Irja Hill;
Howard A. Welch here and with
cation, Would Amend Our their honje Saturday night to honor “Lovin Sam." Beatrice Lane; “How
relatives in Rockland, has returned
Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the
Tax Structure
Mrs. Fuller's niece. Miss Ethel Lut- ,
to the Sailors' Snug Harbor. Staten
, „ . . ,
.
u
, Farm.' Bill Simonton; '"Empty Sadtrell of Pawtucket. R. I. whose 18th ,,
„
_ _
'
.
Island. N. Y.
. ...
.
,
dies.' Vera Easton; Tonights my
A recommendation that the St-'tc .birthday
anniversary occurred on that i
„ . . ’
...
„
Newell Eugley, who recently ob of Maine act to reduce the state
,
,
,
Night with Baby, Donald Welt, Mrs.
cav In games prizes were won by
,
served his birthday anniversary re
_
. . .
„ ,
_
Marion Clark was accompanist.
property tax of seven and one-quar Bernard Andrews. Katherine Taylor,1
ceived several gifts and also a hand
The olio consisted of two playlets,
Ixmdall
Merrill
and
Ethel
Luttrell.
somely decorated birthday cake made ter mills, substituting some other type
both of which caused much merri
j of taxation, was made last week ty Refreshments were served, the table ment. The first entitled “Can't Lib
by Mrs. Helen Hilton.
being attractively decorated in Hal
Without You" was enacted by
Commissioner of Education Bern am
loween colors. Miss Luttrell received
E Packard Advocating the reduc- many nice gifts. Her guests were Roberta Holbrook as Mayonaze Mud
District Pythian Convention
dle; Bill Simonton as Adam Muddle;
The annual convention of districts ; tion and revision of Maine's tax Marian TayLor, Katherine Taylor. Barbara (Noyes as Violet Muddle;
12 and 13. Knights of Pythias was , structure, he said he suggested it “to Barbara Waldron. Dorothy Kellar, Lyle Noyes as Pyrmid Lummox;
held Tuesday night with Georges guarantee that our schools be kept Bernard Andrews, Herbert Gregory. j Herbert Gregory as Peewee Pokechop.
River Lodge K. of P. More than 100 open and that the teachers receive Lendall Merrill. Warren Barrows and
The second, "Lemme See Your
Edgar Barrows.
were present with large delegations their pay.”
DOROTHY WRIGHT AND RENE BELLINGER
Tongue" was staged by Donald Welt
Alice May. daughter of Mr. and as Doctah Dumdum and True Spear,
present from the lodges in the dis
“Such smart, racy, beautiful lines,’’ says Dorothy Wright of New
He said in part:
Mrs. Frank B. Fuller was recent Jr., as Naptha Nozzle. The entire
York’s younger social set. ..“Such luxurious interiors.. .you just
tricts.
can’t blame anybody for wanting to switch to Dodge!”... And her
“Under the present system money hostess to several young friends in ob performance reflected much credit
The principal addresses were given
escort, Rene Bellinger, agrees with her...“I’ll venture to say that
by
the
Grand
Chancellor,
Otto
R.
going
to the municipalities for the servance of her sixth birthday. Games to the committee ln charge, mem
hundreds of thousands will want to switch to this remarkable 1937
Irvine of Mars Hill, and by the Grand J support of education goes as a credit were enjoyed under the direction of bers of the faculty, Principal Sydney
Dodge...it’s a honey!"
Keeper of the Records and Seal, j against the State property tax due Barbara Waldron and Ethel Luttrell, P Snow, coach, Clayton B. Smith;
prizes going to Avis Taylor and Rich music instructor. Mrs. Marion Clark
Harold S. Elder of Portland. Other
j The majority of the towns receive ard Woodward. The table was color
officers present were Grand Vice
and English instructor, Doris Graf
Chancellor. Dr. Charles E H Beane little cash, inasmuch as it is a book ful with Halloween favors and dainty fam.
of Hallowell; Grand Outer Guard. keeping transaction between the town individual lighted birthday cakes, also
Grover C. Brown of Brewer; Past and the state. This money for edu a large birthday cake made by Alice's
BURKETTVILLE
grandmother. Mrs. W. T Fuller with
Grand Chancellor Dr. F E. Wheet of
cation must go in cash, if the situa
six tiny lighted candles. The hostess
Westbrook; Deputy Grand Chancel
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy who oc
tion that now exists in many towns is i received many lovely presents. Guests
lor George Gray of Warren.
cupied the Mears property the past
to
be
remedied.
were Nancy Gregory, Ethel Eaton. two years, have moved to Thomas
Floor work was put on by the drill
"Three and one-third mills of the Barbara Woodward. Avis Taylor. ton where Mr. Roy has employment
teams of Arcana Lodge of Thomas
ton and Meduncook of Friendship. - State property tax. which in its en Margaret Barrows, Regina Quimby. at the cement plant.
The rank of Knight was exempli tirety amounts to about 15 percent of Barbara Waldron. Richard Freeman.
Mrs. Nellie Marte is caring for her
fied by a selected rank team from the I the State's revenue, goes for educa Richard Woodward and Sidney Stin daughter. Ruby Drinkwater of Cam
tion. An additional mill is set aside son; her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. den who was a recent hospital
two districts.
Members of Crescent Temple P S. , by statute for the support of the W. T. Fuller and cousin Ethel Lut patient.
served a fine supper preceding the State University.
trell of Pawtucket, R I.
R. R. Sukeforth of Bridgewater,
convention.
“A four-mill reduction in the State
Mass., passed a vacation with Mr.
property tax of seven and one-quar
She: "What's the idea of wearing and Mrs. H. C. Edgecomb.
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT CATON PALMER
A daughter was born Oct. 12 to Mr.
A free ENNJAY flushing job with ter mills would not only aid the a mourning band on your leg?”
He: "My mother has passed away." and Mrs. George Hart.
*Tll bet literally thousands upon thousands...will turn to Dodge as
every complete oil change at Shel property owner, assuming that the
Boon as they see this amazing new edition," exclaims the charming
She: “Why not wear it on your
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kennard of
don's Esso Station, Warren. 129-131 municipality passed it on to him. but
Mrs. Palmer... And her husband adds, “This new Dodge is certainly
the collection of the same amount of arm?"
Portland passed the weekend with
an eyeful... I, too, predict that thousands and thousands will want to
He: "Well, she was my stepmother.” Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Hatch.
money through some other type of
switch to it."
taxation—selective commodity, in
• Scoring with one sensational new feature after another...combining brilliant
Congratulations are extended Mr.
new “windstream” beauty with record-breaking economy... the new 1937
come or luxury tax—would enable a
GET UP NIGHTS?
and Mrs. Clifford Rowell on their
Dodge is everywhere hailed as the hit car of the year...the car that ''millions
new set-up under which cash funds
MAKE THIS 25c TEST
recent marriage.
will want to switch to” in the opinion of those who have seen this greatest
ear-marked for education could be If irritated or weak bladder causes get
Albion Griffin of Appleton has
money-saving Dodge of them all!
Timely use ol this sent to the towns at regular intervals. ting up nights, frequent desire, scanty
See this amazing new Dodge now on display at your Dodge dealer's! Drive it!
flow, burning or backache, drink lots of been thrashing beans in this vicinity
especially designed
Discover for yourself its breath-taking beauty —its roomy, luxurious interiors
"At the present time we are ex boiled or distilled water. You know what the past week.
iaid for nose and
— its many safety pro visions — its sensational economy! And you, too, will
hard water does to a teakettle. Also help
1 upper throat, helps pecting the property owner to pay 99 flush out excess acids, waste and de
say: “Switch to the big, naw 1937 Dodge and save money!”
posits. with little green Bukets. a bladder
prevent many colds. percent of the cost of education in laxative. Two of the 8 tlmetested In
Policeman—Pull up to the curb.
gredients are buchu leaves and Juniper
Maine. Of the 48 states, only Nevada oil.
Motoj-ist—Yes, sir. Where is the
____
30c ond SOt
If you are not pleased ln four days,
DYER’S GARAGE, INC. ROCKLAND
has as narrow a tax base as Maine,” your druggist will refund your 25c. nearest vacant one?—Atlanta Consti
TEL. 124
Charles W Bheldon, Druggist, O. H.
icks atronol he asserted.
tution.
Moor li Co.

With the Extension Agents

1 1'

Millions Will Want to
Switch to Amazing
New Car ° ,

If a Cold
Threatens..
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HORIZONTAL
1-Piteh
5-Recede*
8- A vegetable
9- Over (contr.)
11- Strike
12- Heavenly body
15-Wasted
17-Pope's triple crown
19-Rubbed out
21- Middle
22- Crimson
23- Gloomy (Poet.)
25-City thoroughfare*
(abbr.)
26- Pronoun
27- Farm animal
30-Short gaiter*
32-Ocean
35-Begin*
37-Weakened

34-

MO

L
HI

33

38

37

3b

JZ

31

1

r
1

97

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
39- Dimmer
40-Cours*
41- Golf mound*
43- Told a falsehood
44- Ver»e (abbr.)
45- Before
46- Wager*
47- Sear

VERTICAL
2- Unfaiten*
3- Settlad
4- Perched
5- Greek goddess of

the dawn
6- Nicer
7- Organ of t*ie body
10- River In Bohemia
11- Bubble
13-A rodent (pi.)

4

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Hinders
16-Preflx. Before
18-Steep, as flax
20- Drops
\i
21-Thrrwa
i
24-Greex letter
27- A aerpent (pi.)
28- Station (abbr.)
29- A condiment
30- A thoroughfare
31- Ridicule
32- Moved rapidly
33- Even (contr.)
34- Sums up
36-Pass, as a rope,
through a hole
(Naut.)
38-Dress with the beak
42- Seniora (abbr.)
43- Guided

(Solution to previous puzzle)

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

By Chuck Cochard

Even Hollywood has its own fa
vorite stars! Folks who live nearest |
to the film colony and studios, that‘d
is to say readers of the Los Angeles
Times within the metropolitan area,'
recently through a ballot conducted;
by Pacific Consumer Survey, voted "gLrls
that he marry them,
instead.
their preferences in types of film• • • •
entertainment, stars and favorite I
Probably the most prized casting of
theatres.
the year goes to Darryl Zanuck for
In reply to “Who is your favorite signing Ben Bernie and Walter
actress?' every sheet examiner Winchell to continue their fake feud
showed one or more selections. But, on the screen in the story “Wake Up
one qtood at the top and that was i andl Live’ in which they portray
Claudette Colbert with 11.8 percent, themselves.
Norma Shearer, 8.7; Greta Garbo.
• •••
6.9; Kay Francis. 0.8; Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and Joan Crawford
5.8. and Shirley Temple. 5.1.
have started their roles ln “Parnell."
For the male stars, Clark Gable L
• • • •
led the list due probably to the picJeanette MacDonald has been anture “It Happened One Night' in | nounced for the leading role in the
which he co-starred with Claudette !r,peretta by Rudolph Friml, “The
Colbert. Gable had 13.8 percent, ’Irefly.'
George Arhss, 10.3; Fredric March,
• • • •
82; Dick PoweU, 63; Wallace Beery.
Katherine Hepburn will star in
5.8; Will Rogers, 4.4, and Leslie "Quality Street.”
Howard. 39.
As in the case of Mary Pickfora !"r
who placed eleventh in the women's)
BRONCHIAL
list, it would indicate that fans have
long memories, which was further
ASTHMA
exemplified in the large vote cast,
There'* nothing safer or more effective
for Will Rogers, in sixth place, whoi than BUCKLEY'S mixture, two or
passed
from
the
screen
a
year
ago.
i
!
hree
K^5 ln sYectened wat« Just. **
.
j
6
fore bedtime and many a sufferer from
It's interesting because Miss Pick- j strangling, choking Bronchitis or Asthma
ford
screen fnr
five ' has
rellef
and » ,t8°°
d night's
iora has
nas been
Deen off
on the
tne screen
lor live
If found
you don
.t belleve
gel
a g^Oerest.
to_
years.
< day at any first class drug store—you
Ar...
au > i I must get complete satisfaction or money
As far as types of pictures, the fol-back—a fair offer.
lowing are given in order of
ls made that BVCK"
/
r-u.
e.
K —f-LEY’S MIXTURE is a cure for Bronchitis
Terence; I/rama, 20 6; comedy, 17,-ter Asthma but it will bring quick relief
musical, 14 7' historical 12
6 and |Trom that chokln«. gaxplng struggle for
1ZD' a4a .breath and help you get a good night *
romance, 6.6. So you see the peoplefrest.
who see the stars every day or so ——---------------------------------- , ■
have their favorites.
’

Atlantic

A caricature by melody is Greta
Garbo's latest attainment, as commit
posed by Meredith Wilson, NBC
3CJ
musician for the coast.
dr ' ■
Carole Lombard caused a lot if
comment ln Hollywood recently wheito
whe
she calmly announced thatt shJ
planned to change her name How*
ever, its not via the marriage license 1
method . . . she's merely changing ^
her name legally from Carole Jane*"'
Peters Powell to Carole Lombard. . .
What's this? Greta Garbo taking") !
time off her luncheon hour, to watch
Robert Taylor play baseball out on 1
the back lot.

’I

RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

Loretta Young tells me that when
she was 20 she had been in pict ures.. _
for 15 years.

Charlie Ruggles was born in Los
Angeles ... his father was a phar
macist ... he obtained a drug sales- '•
man's job and it was while he was
doing this that he obtained a job in
a San Francisco stage play and
clicked . . . and did some silent pic
tures . . . lives on a quiet ranch . : 'j ;
seldom going to any Hollywood
parties ... smokes his pipe on the set.

M9.50
•1

AND UP

Yonr Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes

Olivia De Havilland will get $1000
dollars from her mother on her
twenty-first birthday if she hasn’t; " EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
smoked by that time. Exceptions are
if she has to smoke for picture role.
• • • •
Would you believe it after Dick
TEL. 9»0
Powell's marriage to Joan Blondell
was announced, his fan mail con 4-313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tl
tained no less than 60 letters from

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

rr
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Every-Other-Day

EAST WALDOBORO

SOUTH BELFAST

To Ease a
Headache Fast

WALDOBORO

Page Five

Now Nash sh s America

Judge Roger Miller of North Ber
Glenwood Reever of Beverly, Mass,,
was weekend guest of his mother, wick has been visiting his mother,
Mrs. N. S. Reever. Gerald Reever Mrs. Ida Miller.
David Acorn, young son of (Mr. and
of Beverly and Mrs. Mabel Williams
Mrs. Wallace Acorn, had a bad fall
-pepn&M -pticed\cart
of
Salem
were
callers.
Get Real Quick-Acting,
Miss Dorothy Orff visited Mrs. G. from his bicycle recently, sustaining j
___ Quick-Dissolving___
a serious fracture of the arm. He was
J. Mank over the weekend.
taken to Knox Hospital.
Bayer Aspirin
Otto Bowden passed the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson and
with relatives in Hallowell.
Miss Sadie Currie were guests at the
Miss Dorothy Muir motored Wed reception to Mr. and Mrs. Richard j
See How
nesday to |Bar Harbor.
Feyler, newlyweds, given by Com- \
Genuine Bayer
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of missioner and Mrs. Rodney E. Fey- ’
TabletsWork
Lynn, Mass., were weekend guests at ler in Thomaston.
LaForest Mank's.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hayes of
Io 2 arrondi bv atop
watch, a genuine
Mrs. James Cullen of Del Monte, Quincy, Mass., Mrs. Wilford Shuman
BAYER Aspirin tablet
.4
starts to disintegrate
Calif., Misses Abbie and Almeda and Mrs. James MacCarthy, of Midand go to work. Drop a
Bayer Aspirin tablet in
Sidelinger and S. J. Burrows of South dleboro. Mass., have been guests of
to a glass of water. By
Bi
the time it hits the bot
Waldoboro were recent callers at L. Nelson Shuman.
tom of the glass it is
Mrs.
John
Burgess
has
returned
1
L. Mank's.
disintegrating. What
happens in this glass
from Knox Hospital where she un
. . . happens in your
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McLeod and
derwent an operation for appendi
atomach.
children motored Sunday to Wis
citis!
casset.
Mrs. C. IB. Stahl and Mrs. W. G.
I
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach Labe were Rockland visitors recently.
Virtually If a Tablet Now
and daughter Arvilla of South Wal
George Carlton passed the weekend
If you suffer from headaches what
doboro and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Little In Camden.
you want is quick relief.
of Bristol were callers Sunday at C.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tucker of Mans
Genuine Bayer Aspirin tablets
C. Bowers'.
give quick relief, for one reason, be
field, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Mary
cause they dissolve or disintegrate
William Heath has moved a cot Wade
almost instantly they touch mois
tage from Nobleboro tc the lot he
Miss Jessie L. Keene has been at
(Car illustraltdis Nash Ambassador Six)
ture. (Note illustration above.)
bought from Mrs. Nellie Reever.
SASH ^l*'J^Ubos«)
home from Gorham.
Again Nash is a step
Hence — when you take a real
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. J.
ahead of the industry
Union Church Circle, will serve a
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Andover,
Bayer Aspirin tablet it starts to
U
-f.» 9S ,H°
r‘e'.
with bigger cars, more
dissolve almost as quickly as you
L. Flanders wehe Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Mass., recently passed a few days at
supper tonight.
Powerful
n.Unl
10* »0,U»Hioo”i
luxurious cars than
swallow it. And thus is ready to
Flanders of Lynn, Ralph Flanders of his home here.
ieet io"* ov M„tor
U.
S.
Warden
of
the
Department
of
’
"^Motor.VuMury
start working almost instantly . , .
America
has
ever
before
H»r,ep" je.. to run
tion 7 ,v never be
MEDOMAK
Biological Survey, Alexander Chris Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff
Frank Brown of El Paso and John
headaches, neuralgia and neuritis
that co»«‘ ’ ( toileY •
and beau V,cO»t
seen at anywhere near
pains start easing almost at once.
tie, arrived home Tuesday from a and daughter Elsa of North Waldo Brown of Boston have been guests of
,h.o J***'
these prices. See them ...
than
Mrs. Fred K Keene is a surgical bustaess
:.lle.te.rI
than
1
cars.roallest
car*
That’s why millions never ask
boro.
and you’ll get a new con
their cousin, T. B. Brown.
for aspirin by the name aspirin ' patient at Memorial Hospital Dama- j
met Tuesday nlght
ception of the kind of car
upMr. and Mrs. Harry McIntire,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
W.
Williams
of
alone when they buy, but always
595
‘155”“H '855
you can afford this year!
with frothy cobb. Lunch was Daniel McLoud and Ray Simmons Wollaston. Mass., were recent visitors
say “BAYER ASPIRIN” and see j rlscotta.
Mrs. Clara Collamore who has been served.
that they get it.
were in Rockland last Saturday on a at the home of Mrs. Millard Wade.
ON THI AIR Floyd Gibbons
H A Townsend, was ln Rockland visit.
Try it. You’ll say it’s marvelous. 4 visiting relatives in Wiscasset, has
as M. C. with Vincent Lopez
Miss Annie Ellis a student at Bates
NBW NASH-C.l.T.
•All price! f.o.b. factory, and subject to change without
ond his orchestra. Famous Guest
returned home.
i Tuesday on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Little of Bristol College, has been passing a few’ days
BUDGET PLAN
notice. Special equipment extra. Automatic Cruising
Stars. C. B. S. Every Saturday
Zsw. eoNmisatterait
Gear available on all models at slight extra cost.
Mrs. Nora Cottg of Camden spent
Mrs. Florence Larson returned were guests Sunday of her sister, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Night, 9 P.M. (EST)
last week with her mother. Mrs. M. Thursday from Lewiston where she Mrs. Sarah Sldensparker.
Ellis.
Mrs. George Moody called WednesL. Shuman.
, attended Rebekah Grand Lodge.
The characters in the senior class til PARK STREET
TELEPHONE 331
2 FULL
S. F. Studley and son, Francis, re- J Mrs. Della Simmers, was hostess i day on Mrs. Nellie Reever.
play “Little Miss Fortune" to be pre
DOZEN
turned Sunday from Boston.
, Thursday to the Non Eaters.
I Mr. and Mrs. George Oliver, Mr. sented in December are to be taken
FOR A
QUARTER
Mr and Mrs Willis Hilton and son,
Mr and Mrs. E. A. Smalley went! and Mrs. Clarence Oliver of Oakland. by Rhode Hilton. Olive Piper, Alfred
Pease of Rockland were callers Sun Hart who ls a sophomore at the Uni
SOUTH HOPF
Carl, visited Sunday at the home of T“esd»y t0 Swans Mand'
Mr and M15 Wilbur Stratton. Albert Ellis, Warren Vannah. Edith Perry.
versity of Maine; also Miss Annie
Fred Heath and family have moved day at the Lermond residence.
LOOK rOH THC ISrtK CROSS >
their daughter Mrs L W Osier
Mr. and M15 charles Webster and Shuman, Donald Young and families Beverly Richards. James Young. to Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor a're Hart who ls a freshman taking home
*■ I
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Boman returned ! of North Waldoboro visited Sunday Laura Creamer. Marian Flanders and
Mr. and Mrs. A B. Allen of Rock guests of relatives in New Hampshire economics. Miss Hart has been elect
Mr. and Mrs. W H. Hunter w o Tuesd from an guto trip tQ gost<)ri j at the home of Otto Bowden,
Dyson Jameson.
land were at their farm here Sunday and Massachusetts for two weeks.
ed social chairman of the house or
APPLETON MILLS
passed the summer at their home, re- and vicinlt
.
____________
Mrs. Ida Bowley of Camden was ganization of North Hall
and
also
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs
Clar

Elmer
Mrs. Elizabeth Dazelle,
Mrs. Blanche Pease was dinn4!t^d'^e^ toCamtoi^e'Ma“_
A free ENNJAY flushing job with ence Robbins
Mr. Gowen and sister Mrs. Crow Hart won fourth place Saturday ln
returned
WEST WALDOBORO
Delbert Benner of Thomaston Tuesday from Rockland.
guest Sunday at Miss Fanny
every oomplete oil change at Shel
Misses Alda Payson. Belle Payson ley have moved to the H. D. Crie the Slate track meet.
spent the weekend with his mother,
Mr. and Mrs Arnold Standish, son dons Esso Station, Warren. 129-13! and Mary- Mutch of Camden were re farm.
Gushees.
Mrs. Carrie Ames visited Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs W. C. Wellman were
Merrill and Mrs. Lilia Standish were
The Odd Fellows will hold their in Mrs. Hazel Genthner.
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hart, sons Hal- in Camden Friday to attend the
cent visitors at the home of Miss
Mrs. Martha Soule and two
stallation Saturday night.
Ten-day Philco radio tube sale, ali Hattie Boggs.
L. W. Lane returned Monday from guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fied
ver and Arthur F. Hart and grand- funeral of Mrs. Nathaniel Wellman.
Mrs. Edith Gurney and Mrs. Inez children were weekend visitors at the Rockland where he visited Mrs. Lane Merchant in Camden,
makes included at House-Sherman. overnight guest recently at the S. B ton Billie Gould of South Union were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rice of Camden
Arrington attended the recent Re home of Mrs. Soules mother in who is a patient at Knox Hospital.
Samuel Stahl was in Portland last Inc.—adv.
Lermond home. Mr. and Mrs. Artist in Orono Saturday to visit Elmer were visitors Sunday at A. L. Esancy’s
Lewiston.
bekah Assembly at Lewiston.
Many of the teachers are attending Thursday on business.
Despite the stormy weather, there
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman the State Convention at Lewiston.
was a good attendance at the social were in Cushing last Sunday to visit
Alton Raynes of Owls Head was in j Carrie Wetherell returned home last
held Friday night by the High Mrs. Shuman's parents.
Thursday after spending a week with
town Tuesday.
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Orren McLain and
Mrs. Margaret Coombs is in Rock- relatives in Attleboro, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth family have moved to L. W. Osier s land for a few days
Warren, R. I.
have reached their home in Lake house for the winter.
Misses Rosalind and Isabell Kaler
The Vinalhaven Band Is making
Helen, Fla., and write that it is very
and Jack Newbig motored Sunday to
Mrs. Edith Eugley of Dutch Neck ; a"an«ementa
a
her | tainment to be presented at an early I New Hampshire.
hot there.
passed a day recently with
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. daughter Mrs, Annie Genthner,
date in Memorial hall.
Mr and Mrs. Reuben McCourt and
I C. Meservey F. Ames has returned daughter Evelyn of Somerville, Mass
Floyd Gushee (Elizabeth Meservey),
Miss Pauline McLain has returned
two of the town's popular young
from Lewiston wlhere he attended i spent the weekend with Mrs Mcfrom a visit with relatives ln South
people who were recently married.
Odd Fellows grand lodge.
, court’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dr. R. H. Thompson who has been j Kaier
They have the best wishes of a host Hiram.
of friends.
ln town the past six months went. Qeorge Hilton was an Augusta
Mrs. Lucy Marsh is guest of Mrs.
Wednesday to his home in Jamaica visjtor Tuesday.
ORFF'S CORNER
------• Plain, Mass.
Adelia Gushee.
Mrs. Ada Wellman of Dutch Neck
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Perry have I Lewis Brown of Belfast was guest called recently on Mrs. Aaron Nash.
moved to Clinton where Mr. Perry 1 of his mother, Mrs. Lottie Brown the
Randall Simmons of Nobleboro and
has employment.
i past week.
Miss Frances Winchenbach of this
Mrs. Minnie Earle of Auburn is
Leon Hopkins w’ho has been visit-1
place were united in marriage Oct.
i spending the week with her brother lng his daughter. Mrs. Doris Youn- 12 in Damariscotta.
I Percy R. Ludwig
euist went Monday to Bangor.
Mrs. Lilia Standish spent a day
' Mrs. Amber Childs. Mrs Nellie
L. B. Dyer has relumed from a
recently with Mrs. Alfred Waltz at
! Borneman and Clyde Borneman at-|
Gross Neck.
Fred Clark of Bristol. N. H„ was a
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles
Morris Kaler of Lynn. Mass , has
tended
the
funeral
of
Alton
Borne

of tiny tubes or filters which help to purify the
recent visitor at the Ames Farm. been guest of his parents Mr. and
blood and keep you healthy. Most people past
man Saturday in South Waldoboro.
about 3 pints a aay or about 3 pounds of waste.
Calderwood's Neck.
Mrs. Charles Kaler.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
Mrs. James Hall of Elmore is
and burning shows there may be something
Miss Sadie Winchenbach visited
making two weeks' visit with her
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
Saturday in Augusta
Reunion in Boston
daughter Mrs. Albert Elwell and fam
when due to functional kidney disorders, may
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumatic
Miss Marjorie Bragdon of Ipswich
Plans are rapidly taking shape for
ily.
pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puflinefs
the annual Vinalhaven reunion, to be Mass., is visiting her grandmother
A
large
delegation
from
this
place
under the eyes, neadaches and dizziness
lion't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
attended the annual Farm Bureau held Nov. 14 in the 20th Century Cora Genthner.
Pius, used successfully by millions for over 49
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
years. They give happy relief and will help tl s
meeting in Camden last Thursday Club in Boston. Word comes from
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
Arthur B. Brown on the Boston end and daughters Ida and Eleanor mo
with the usual good time reported.
waste from your Mood. Get Doan's Pills.
of the arrangements, that the larg tored Sunday to Jefferson.
est list of notices in the history of
the event has been sent out and the
FLORIDA
GROSS NECK
response has been very satisfactory.
MIAMI’S
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and
It Is expected that the largest as
semblage of Fish Hawks ever to children were guests Sunday of Mrs.
drink a toast to the “Old Nest" will Eugley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
be
gathered around the banquet table Stewart of Broad Cove.
Convenient to all potato of Interest—Modem ln every way.
Albion Genthner of 6outh Waldo
when Toastmaster O. V. Drew, gives
An enjoyable view from onr spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
the signal and cries "Folks let's eat." boro is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
It Is rumored that the toastmaster Melvin Genthner.
has been burning the midnight oil of
Bernard Feltis of Bristol and Misses
HOTEL
June tn
Booklet
late concocting some kind of mystic Mary Morse. Una Morse and Hannah
October
on
ceremony, that he is going to put Morse of the village were recent call
Application
Hotel
some poor fish through.
ers at Ralph Eugley's.
Maselynn
Persons who will attend the re
Mr. and Mrs. William K. Winchen
— anil plenty »f hot water, ioo, lor every Hi ini elne. . . for the weekly
Stamford
union may communicate with either bach of Dutch Neck spent Monday
Corner Second Street
Del. Co.
H. H. Maae
the Boston Committee or O. V. Drew evening with Mr. and Mrs. William
N. Y.
ond Fk«t Avenoe
wawh . . . for the dinheei . . . for dod when he wantw a nhtive ... for
Manager
of this town.
Gross.
Moderate Rates
Charles L. Eugley and Ernest Eug
luxnrioHH hntha for everyone and for a (till supply for the hundred
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
There's never enough Rytex Christ ley were in Cooper's Mills Monday.
mas Cards to go around . . . because
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
mid one honaehofd tanka for which it ia needed every day.
last minute shoppers make It impos son Milton and Mrs. Charles L. Eug
sible to produce and supply the de ley were guests Sunday of Mr. and
mand. If you wish to save disap Mrs. Allen McFarland of New Harbor.
pointment. we suggest that you order
Mrs. Eldora Gross was ln Augusta
your Rytex Christmas Cards this Friday.
week . . . the price, as of old, is only
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons and
50 for $1.00 including your name on Woodrow Simmons have been recent
Simply iantall thio wtorejfe type water heater and for ALL the
the cards and 50 envelopes to match Rockland visitors.
See the new 1936 samples at The
electricity you nae in yonr home over
kilowatt honra a month,
Courier-Gazette. Postage 10c.—adv
RATES:
SUNSET
Single
to Your hotel in BOSTON
rettardleaa ot whaot oppliaibee* uaed it, yon get U for lc a kwh!
Double
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Smith have
Vinalhaven & Rockland
All AOOMJ WITH BATH
been visiting relatives in town.
Steamboat Co.
500R OOMS
Special weekly ratal
Mr. and (Mrs. Wilbert Gove of Eagle
CHANGE OF TIME
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Effective September 16, 1936
Subject To Change Without Notice
RADIO
Eaton.
Daily Except Sunday
SERVIDOR
Mrs. Gladys Black is at the home
VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER:
TUB SHOWER
of relatives ln Massachusetts on a
THK VtMil It—HotLeaves Vinalhaven at 5.00 A. M., ar
pu&ntS ueiv. modern
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return visit.
style Minure-l>pe
MANGER
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., ar
Electric Water
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and son
Heater
completely
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
liutulled
for
only
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Raymond
are
visiting
ln
Massachu

• 1*3
p dnun. •!
« NORTH STATION
STEAMER:
weekly
setts.
monthly).
F ft L K
Leaves Swans Island at 5 30 A. M.,
*4 STEP-A-mi/•«<■ TRAIN- Ityayt ROOM
installation.
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
Edmund Stinson spent last week
Edward Patterson and son, George,
went last Thursday to Aroostook.
Almon Robinson Is being cared for
by his nephew. Hls condition ls some
what more comfortable.
Alice Prescott is attending a school
of beauty culture in Bangor. She is
staying at the home of her brother,
Herbert Prescott.
Asa Cobb has been calling
friends in town.
Mrs. Harold Drinkwater was in
Camden last Saturday to attend the
wedding of Phyllis Sleeper of that j
town to Lloyd Drinkwater of Lincoln- I
ville.
Mrs. Marguerite Dodge has em- i
ployment at the Maizel pants factory,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Drinkwater
spent Saturday night in Searsport as j
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Drinkwater, former residents of this j
town.
Mrs. Harrie Lyman, formerly of
Belfast, now of Amory, Mass., who
recently visited her father, Nelson
Wight, has returned home. Enroute
she will visit her brother. Hugh in
Madison and relatives in North
Brookfield, Mass. Her niece, Miss
June Wight, formerly of Belfast, will
accompany her to Amory for a visit.

c&tf

shWe?*TT

"Si

ROCKLAND NASH COMPANY

J4ooncm!

HELP
KIDNEYS PASS
3 LBS. A DAY

plenty of Hot
Water for my
bath NOW!

ELECTRICITY
did the trick !

Ideal Resort Hotel

GRALYNN

Special LOW lc Rate far Water Heating

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

CENT
POWB

at Rorkland about 5.45 A. M. Return
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.15 P. M., North
Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.45; due at
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.

with Rockport relatives.
The Inter-Island Sunday School
113-U Convention will be held here today.

INE

OMPAHY

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OIL:

SALAM

AN ADDED SEA FOOD

which would trawl for shrimp, the
“Yankee” variety would become an
addition to sea food diet rather than
a substitute for Southern shrimp.
The shrimp beds, discovered by
Prof. Johan Hjort of Oslo Univer
sity, Norway, are 50 miles off Oloucester and run to about 30 miles off
Portland Dr. Higgins said other beds
might be located from Cape Cod to
the Bay of Fundy.

In Everybody’s Column

!“
The Pythian Sisters of Mayflower
Deep Sea Shrimp Fishing Off
*
Temple extend an Invitation to the
New England Coasl Now
]
Knights of Arcana Lodge, to attend
a supper Friday at the K.P. hall. The
Thought Feasible
I LIKE ITS HOT,
housekeepers will be Mrs. Ora Wood
j
—
CLEAN FLAME”
SKIFF' found ln harbor Monday. Call
cock. Mrs. Blanche Wilson and Mrs.
Deep sea shrimp fishing was dcCAPT AMES Tel. 1070
129-134
Ada Chadwick. All members of the
i scribed Tuesday by Dr. Elmer T. HigBIACK and white bobtail cat lost, bedrill team and officers of the Pythian
tween Owls Head near Crescent Beach
, gins director of scientific research at
and Rockland Finder will be paid $2
OCONY BURNING OIL is pure heat
Sister Lodge, arc requested to be
i the Fisheries Bureau, as a possible
1 for Its return ROSE HILL FARM Cres.. . there’s no smoke or smudge.
j
cent Beach, Owls Head. Tel. 292-R
present for a rehearsal following the
source of livelihood for scores of uu128-130
It burns evenly , .. gives you a uni supper.
! employed New England fishermen.
CLARK ISLAND
formly hot cooking flame. Order a
Recent experiments between OlouMiss Rita C. Smith will be hostess
R
•t
supply of Socony Burning Oil today.
I
1 cester. and Portland, he said, disto Half Hour Reading Club Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Aino Harris have $
201
For prompt delivery....
:
WANTED
j
. closed beds of shrimp superior in rented the MaCourtie house.
at 7:30 on tire occasion of the an
taste to those of Southern waters,
nual fall meeting. Rev. Hubert F.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bergren who $$♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦*$8
CAMDEN
where the industry did a $2,100,000
Leach will be the speaker and will THE STARS' BAZAAR
SMALL farm wanted, with blueberry
have
been living in Rockland have land
CALL
preferred; must have good house,
business in 1934.
use for his subject, "Books New and
moved to the Edward's house,
barn, hen house Will pay cash If price
The
24th
annual
meeting
of
thc
However Dr. Higgins added. New
Old". Dues will be payable at this Masonic Hall Was the Scene
reasonable
ARTHUR ANDERSON, 9
Past Matrons' and Patrons' Associa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baum went Cottage Place. City.______________ 129*131
meeting.
of a Busy and Happy tion of the llth district. O.ES.. will England shrimp beds located in "mud last Saturday to New York city where OIRL wanted for general housework
hollows" about 100 fathoms deep
Mrs. Harold F. Dana, with Mrs.
to go home nights Write "B'. care
be held at Warren. Friday night with
Gathering,
Counter-Gazette.
130*132
never could provide tlie huge supplies they will visit relatives.
Walter Hastings and Mrs. Earl F.
supper at 6:30 o’clock.
EXPERIENCED
girl
wanted
for
light
now caught in shallow water from
George Baum. Leonard Maker, housework, to go home nights. MB3.
Woodcock of this town, and her
SOCONY- VACUUM (>IL COMPANY, 1 NC.
A successful benefit bazaar was
Twelve members of the Rhor.dyke
MAURICE
B.
PERRY,
29
Summer
St.
North
Carolina
to
Texas.
Harrison
Colibath
of
this
place
and
mother. Mrs. James A. Pulsifer of
130-lt
given by Eastern Star members, at Club met Tuesday night with Mr. and
Tlie Northern shrimp, smaller than Bjame Peterson of iWlley s Corner
Auburn, motored t o Boston yester- |
MIDDLE-aged widow
wants light
Mrs. Joseph Bagley. High street. its Southern cousins has a flavor
I
Masonic
Temple,
yesterday
afternoon
spent
the
latter
part
of
the
week
deer
!
housekeeping
position
Write
r
.
e
care
day for several days' visit.
Progressive whist was enjoyed with
hunting
in
Mayfield.
Mr.
Peterson
!
P*
Conrter-Oazette.
130*132
and
evening,
and
was
enjoyed
by
the
j
similar
to
lobster,
and
Dr.
Higgins
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Llneken
Fred HaU receiving first prize;
POSITION wanted by middle aged
, housekeeper, for widower or aged couple,
who have been enjoying a two weeks' j large number attending Attractive Joseph Bagley, second: and Mrs predicted that, if boiled on draggers brought home a buck.
i Write N.M.C. Care ol Courier-Gazette.
motor trip which included visits with hall decorations of orange and black. Elizabeth Morton, third. Mrs. Lillian
I_________________________________ 130*132
THE AtP BANDWAGON
relatives iin Farmingham
and
GIRL attending high school, willing
Farmingham
and ],
keeping with the Halloween season Lincoln and Mrs. Myrtle Brown were
I to help with house work ln exchange for
Springfield, Mass. Burlington. Vt.. were arranged by Mrs. Eva Wisner, received intiT membership. Re freshFOR CHEATER SAVINGS:
■ nice home Call 802-R
130-132
and Skowhegan, returned home Sun
,
_.
..
,
ments were served. The next meet- I
POSITION wanted, as allround cook.
and
Mrs.
Hester
Chase
,
the
color
HORACE PERRY.
Cor. Union and
day.
ing will be Tuesday night with Mrs
• Wuiow 8ta , Rockland
87-tf
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot of this town, £cheme **ing carried out at the Fted Rice. Pearl street.
ANGORA kittens wanted, good shaggy
! coat*. state age: also sex.
sex P G.
accompanied by Mrs. Maurice C. ( booths by the several committees.
The name of J. T. Smyth was
HOVESTADT. 78 Canal street. Boston.
Derry, Mrs. H B. Fales and Mrs
Mass.
A tea room where lunches were called at the Comique Theater Tues
130-132
TRADE-IN
Harriet Frost of Rockland, spent the served had in charge, Mrs. Laura day but as he was not there, the
!■■■.------ "S
1! Nt
weekend in Boston where they at
'4
ALLOWANCE
GET
Maxey (chairman) Mesdames Ethel amount next week will be $100.
I
tended Leslie Howard's production,1
There are no school sessions in
I »
for every old, worn-out tube you bring in—
Gonia, Susie Campbell, Blanche
"Hamlet."
town the remainder of the week as
regardless of make, age or condition—toward
♦
^((♦••♦••♦♦♦♦»
♦ ♦ ♦ a,•
the purchase ef an equal number of the marvelous,
Music at the Sunday services of Maxey, Gertrude Payson. Florence the teachers are attending the State
latest type PHILCO High-Efficiency Tubes—the tubes
HAVE Just made some new sour kraut.
Baptist Church will have the anthem. Philbrook. Etta Stoddard. Catherine Teachers' convention in Lewiston.
that improve the performance of ANY radio!
Fully
: $115 gal New kraut pickle tl gal.
guaranicedI Hurry—thia special Trade-In Offer ia good
|
Doctors
claim good for your health E.
"Shew me thy way," James H. Rog St. Clair. Molly Ladd, Grace Veazie
The ladies of the Congregational
lor a lew days oalyl
I A DEAN, Rockland. Tel 671-J
129-137
ers, incidental soloist. Alfred M. and Maude Blodgett. The apron Society are holding their annual
TURNIPS and carrots tor table use
Strout; male quartet, “I Want My booth had Mrs. Millie Thomas as rummage sale at the parish house
80c bu.; also work horse weight 1400,
j trade for pullets or Uve stock SIDNEY
Life to Tell for Jesus,' Mr. Strout. chairman assisted bw Mrs. Riah today and Friday. Doors open from
j HUMES. Tel. 6-5, Washington. Me
442
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Alton Foster. Raymond K. Greene Knight and Mrs. Addie Chatto; 9 a.m.. until 8 p. m. Friday aftemoor.
______ __________________________ 130*132
and Edward Thurston.
MUNROS Restaurant. 8 Park St., tor
cooked food. Mrs. Doris Jordan, chair there will be a food sale.
DROME
1 sale, lease or to let wtth upstairs teneYOJUR TUBES TESTED FREE
w *
PITTED DATES DARY
PKGS
Mrs. Annie Billings entertained the
Members of Arcana Lod3e, KP. man. Mrs. Elizabeth Davis and Mrs.
| ment Included. Apply DAN MUNRO or
____ *• ' . »>< •
~
■
• .'■* Je /
Tri. 8251________________________ 128-131
who attended the district convention Flora Post. The booth selling home ladies of the Methodist Society Wed
SANTA CLARA
LBS
PRUNES
»
SIX heifers two Guernsey bull*- ponv
50-60 SIZE
at St. Georges Lodge in Warren made candies had as chairman. Mrs nesday afternoon.
and saddle, weight 575; horse, weight
EXTRA CHOICE
1050;
one horse work harness. 1930 Ford
Sadie
Griffin,
with
Mrs
Vincie
Clark.
Friends-In-Council
will
meet
Nov.
Tuesday were. Stanley R. Cushing,
LBS
APRICOTS
dump truck, dual wheels; Oliver sulky
BULK
Chester Slader. Charles M Starrett, Mrs. Anah Gay and Miss Pearl Bor 10 with Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins and
plow. H H WALDRON. 42 Holmes St ,
Fred Burnham. Levi Copeland. Anson gerson assisting. The handkerchief Mrs. |J. Riker Proctor. Bay View
1 Ctty. Tel 757-W________________ 130-132
PKG
SUNSWEET APRICOTS
FEMALE beaele hound for sale cheap.
B. Pryor. Maurice E. Lindsey. Earl booth with Mrs. Frances Morse, street. Mrs. Roberta Luce of Bucks
6 months old BERT F GREGORY Glen
Maxey. Ralph Crawford. Hollis Gil chairman had as co-workers Mrs port will give a book review. It will
! Cove.______________________________130-133
The past few cold mornings have made a good de
COCKER puppies for sale, and Eskimo
christ. Sayward Hall. Rodney Jordan. Nellie McKay, Mrs. Bessie Church be an open meeting. T
pupptvs. Deposit holds pup until ready to
mand for heavier clothing, especially in the way of
Vertner Beckett, Robert H. Libby. and Mrs. Bertha Borgerson. Mrs.
Miss Mary C. Davis has returned
go DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant street.
outer clothing. We have a dandy line of Zipper
130-lt
Oliver Hahn. Donald Anderson, Hattie Davis was chairman of the from Portland where she spent a
NEW studio couch for sale, value $30,
Jackets, Mackinaws and Sport Coats which are just
Howard Beattie. Frank Lineken, utility booth and had as helpers, Mrs. month at the Everett Chambers.
wlll sacrifice at half price; necessary
Miss Harriet L. Gill returns this
removal due to moving from city. Send
Fred Maxey. Fred Libby and Regin Helen Chapman and Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
what men and boys want.
SPAGHETTI ANHP.Ael 4 CANS 25c
replies to COUCH. Courier-Gazette
ald G. Henderson.
The quilts and holders were mail week from Roslindale. Mass., where
129*131
Mr and Mrs. Walter Hastings and aged by Miss Katherine Veazie, the she has been guest of Dr. and Mrs.
FANCY grade A McIntosh apples for
BOYS’ ALL WOOL ZIPPER JACKETS, new pirated backs
$2.98
"NECTAR" TEA °PEKOEE hPKGLB 25c
sale by peck or box NICHOLS FARM.
BOYS' IMITATION LEATHER JACKETS, new patterns
$3.95
children. Bernard and Lois, and Mrs. fortune telling booths, where weird Guy F Blood.
Atlantic Highway. Warren
128*130
BOYS’ SHEEPSKIN LINED JACKETS
S3.50
Mrs. E E Rokes and daughter. Mrs
Earl F. Woodcock and daughter, tales of the future were told, being in
UPRIGHT Plano for sale A-l condtHOYS’ MACKIN AW S, l-iuutus at........................
$5.00
BAKING POWDER
™15c
tion $35 . 28 Thomaston St, City. 128*130
Elonia. spent Sunday with Mrs. charge of Mrs Linnie Young A large Maude Robinson, are leaving Friday <
New Huujed Patterns $6.75. Here is something every bay wants.
MAN'S Une. heavy black broadcloth
Woodcock
s
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
|
beano
table
occupied
the
center
of
the
j
for
Miami,
where
they
will
spend
the
CHILDREN
S
OVERCOATS
$500
LARGE
I coat, mink lined. Persian lamb collar.
25c
Carl Emery, in Portland, and Mr. and , room, Milton Griffin being assisted by winter.
HEAVY PANTS I OR BOA S—Knickers, Longies, Laced Leg
SPAGHETTI "IONA"
value $500 Someone can have a great
J CANS
1 bargain, for $125. Inquire at CourltrPants, Wool. Corduroy, Khaki, at
S1.00, $1.50, $2.00. $2.50
Camden-Ro;kport Lions Club met 1
Mrs. Leon Auger, in South Portland. A B. Borgerson. C. E. Morse. George
j.
Gazette
oiflce.______________
128-130
"ANN PACE"
MFN S SPORT ( O ATS
56.50
Tuesday night at Wadsworth Inn J
Mrs. Guy Lermond and daughter, j Gay and Frank Maxey.
JAR 15c
PRESERVES ASSORTED FLAVORS
SEWING machine for sale, excellent
ZIPPER JACKETS ........ ..................................................................... $3.75
condition. Tel. 433-R or call at 64 Me
Miss Glenice, and Miss Beverly ’ The evening's entertainment fea- Four prominent Lions gave twoMACKINAWS .......................................
$7 50
chanic St._______________________ 128*130
RAJAH
Kirkpatriek. are guests of Mr. and tured Everett Torrey of Tenant's minutes talks on subjects suggested
HI NTING COATS ..... .........................................
S7.5O, $10.00
SALAD DRESSING 32 OZ JAR 29<
SMALL pigs for *ale. $2 50 up F. A.
HEAVY PANTS, for all uses, at
Low Prices
KIMBALL. C97 Old County Rd
Tel
Mrs. William Sharpe, in Hartford. I Harbor, in “Uncle Josh" readings, by the president and, the result was
SPACHETTI & NOODLES
321-W____________________________ 118-tf
interesting.
Mr.
Leach
of
the
Rock1
having motored there Tuesday.
Margaret Reid. Tenant's Harbor
MACARONI ANN PAGE-ENCORE PKG ,
McINTOSH Red Apples, are now on
You .Must Be Satisfied
William Hall, of t he yacht. Rene reading, vocal numbers by Mrs. Nettie land Club was a visitor. Freeman
sale at A E STEWART A SON Grain
Store
ln Union. By bushel or peck, all
arrived Morfday from New London, Bird Frost and Raymond Greene tap Snow was guest of a member.
choice sprayed fruit, come early as they
Coffee Specials
Mrs. Randolph Kelley and son. •
are going fast.___________________126-131
Conn., and is visiting his parents, j dance on roller skates by Leona Flan
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall.
ders and songs by Francis Havener, Stillman F. Kelley, have returned tc
Ginger Snaps 3 lbs 25c
Samples and knitting directions free. H.
Lexington. Mass after spending the
Beta Alpha Club meets Monday at Jr.
A BARTLETT. Harmony, Maine. 127-138
8 O'clock
16c SPARKLE GELATIN
POCOHONTAS soft coat $8 50: hard
7:30 at the home of Mrs. Annie Mank
To Mrs. Addle Chatto went pillow 1 summer here.
coal. $15; coke. $11. J. B. PAUI/^BN.
Desserts ocffee 4 pkgs 15c
Raymond Snow and Lee Bartlett
on
Wadsworth
street.
Members
are
slips,
to
Mrs.
Clara
Watts,
quilt
A
to
Tel
84-2. JThomaaton____________ 123-tf
Red Circle 618c
asked to take their penny-a-meal Mrs. Anah Gay quilt B and to Miss are in Portland to enter a CCC
OAK Lumber sawed to order, also Oak
REDDY — CLEAN SAFE
Piling for sale. ISAAC DORR. Orland.
collections and also pieces for patch- Katherine Veazie. cake. Mrs. Belle Camp.
Maine.___________________________ 119-130
p«g 10c
Bokar
2 LBS 41c Fire Kindlcr
Rev. Ralph Hayden of Pittsfield.
work. sugar bags and any other Frost was general chairman of the
HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
wholesale, retail; tlrc« bargain prices.
Mass.,
arrives
in
town
today
to
of

materials suitable for use in the bazaar, assisted by Milton M Grif
CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS.
265
----------- J'Oh JhdioiVQSin!----------Christmas work.
Main St.. City.
118-tf
fin. and with all committees extend ficiate at the wedding of Miss Marion
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
Miss Pearl Knight of Camden ls thanks to all who patronized and Louise Calder and Harleigh James
MANUFACTURING CO
118-tf
guest of Mr and Mrs. Sayward Hall, helped in any way to make it such a MacMinn which takes place this
SWEET CIDER
G u? 37c
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
afternoon at 5 o'clock from tbe St.
Beechwoods street.
I let for the season Phone us. Rockland
success.
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Thomas Episcopal Church.
Mrs. Albert Nelson, who has been
DOUGHNUTS PLAI^OR*SUCARtD^SoZ 17c
_______ __________________________ 118-tf
The Langhorne Gibsons of Seven
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jessie Pea
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
CAMELS, CHESTER!IEL
PORT CLYDE
CHESTERFIELDS, LUCKY STRIKES. OLD GOLDS
under cover also lumber. T. J. CARHundred Acre Island were visitors
body in Rockland, for several days'
ROLL^ Tel 263-21. Rockland
118-tf
"WORTHMORE"
your choice
and has also been guest of Dr. and j Miss Lenata Marshall is in Port Wednesday in town.
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
GUMD5OPS, CANDY SLICES
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
Wadsworth,
i 5 min. walk from Main St . some Im
Mrs. Allyne W. Peabody in this town, land where she will spend the winter.
LB
provements. $1600 House 7 rooms, good
JELLY BEANS, CANDY CONES
Walter Kesseler of New Jersey is vacationing in Pittsfield, Mass., will
returned Tuesday to South Portland.
cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
attend
the
Yale-Dartmouth
game
acres,
clear field, on good road. 5 miles
The Men’s Community Brother spending the week with Forest Davis
from city. $1000. House 7 rooms, good
Rev. Arthur Baker of Bar Harbor Saturday as the conclusion of ten
hood met Tuesday night in the Con
i cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
j can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road.
gregational vestry. Supper was served has been vis.ting friends here the days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Francis
near village, $800 House 5 rooms with
N. Bresneham.
bj* Mrs. Frank D. Hathorne and Miss ! past week.
I cellar, lights, center of city. $800;
another
house 6 rooms wtth garage,
The
funeral
of
Hiram
R
Annis
was
GLENDALE CUT
Cora Fogerty assisted by 'Misses Olive
Mrs. Ada Brennen has returned
lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
held Tuesday morning at the Fred S.
for small payment down, balance as
IkzAh JhuitA & IhupdaikA
Leach and Barbara Giilchrest, as from a visit in Massachusetts.
rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel 1154 or 330.
waitresses. The speaker was- Dr.
Mrs. Mary Barton and Mr. and Curtis Funeral home in Bath. Rev.
Many more not listed
129-tf
Joseph
O.
Purdue
of
Winter
Street
Walter D. Hall, of 'Rockland, who Mrs. Walter Simmons attended the
STAYMAN APPLES
gave an interesting and instructive funeral of Mrs. Everett Spauldng last church officiated. Burial was in
NATIVE
talk on "Ranch Life in Mexico" fol Thursday at the Baptist Church n Mountain Street cemetery. Camden.
SQUASH
BLUE HUBBARD
«
TO LET
lowed by a general discussion.
Tenant's Harbor.
NATIVE
I
PUMPKINS
Mrs. Alice T. Trussell is visiting
• ♦ •»
MOONFACED
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
friends in Lowell, Mass.
DEERJSLE
street to let. lights, flush MRS. W S.
BEETS or CARROTS NATIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
Miss Dorothy Dunham is in White daughter are guests of relatives in
__________________________________ 123-tf
TWO heated rooms to let. Central loca
Plains. N. Y., to visit her brother Attleboro. Mass.
CHICORY
tion 97_Maln St. Tel 1067-J
130*132
Everett Dunham and family.
Rev. S. E. Packard of Boothbay has
UPSTAIRS rent, three furnished rooms
TOKAY GRAPES
Mrs Walter E. Scott and daughter been visiting friends here the past
bath, lights, hot and cold water, at 17
Crescent fit.
129*131
Rosamond went to Rockland Monday week.
Inquire 16
SIX-room
house
to
let.
TURNIPS
to meet Capt. Scott on his return
129*131
Meadow Road. Thomaston.
Mrs. Clara Morse and Mrs. Jennie
from his yachting siason in Con Hupper are making a visit at the
THREE furnished rooms to let. private
bath, for light housekeeping. 65 North
necticut.
home of friends in Thomaston.
Main street.______________________ 127-tf
The schools closed Wednesday for
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
Miss Dorothy Lowell of Camden is
floor Bath, lights, oil heat, garage if
thc remainder of the week becaus: of
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
HEAVY STEER
the Teacher's Convention in Lewis
FACE RUMP ROAST BEEF-LB 29c
couple. C. A EMERY. Tel 436-M 120-tf
Harry Lowell.
ton.
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Mrs. Kepple Hall has returned to
Mechanic St., suitable for one famlly If
LB 23c
Miss Kate C. Sylvester celebrated
CHUCK ROAST
desired. Lights, flush. MRS W. S. KEN
New York after spending the summer
NISTON, 176 Main St.. Tel 874-W. 119-tf
her 89th birthday anniversary’ Sun
at her cottage on the back shore.
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. four
day at Edgewood Farm where she ls
PORK ROAST enRd lb 23c ec^-LBe 25c
Mrs. Ellison Hart has employment
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
spending the Winter. Miss Sylvester
118-tf
in Thomaston.
HEAVY STEER BEEF
is very active and her eye sight is as
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
S&z Joodb
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis. Mrs.
modern, at 48 Grace St Tel. 133.
114-tf
RIB ROAST BEEF lb 25c
keen as that of a girl.
Clarence Davis, Mrs. Rose Davis and
HEAVY STEER BEEF
APARTMENT tc iet at corner of
FANCY SLICED
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbert
Gove
and
CTpaif PORTERHOUSE
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
Earl Davis motored to Massachusetts
IRAK and sirloin lb 45c
SWORDFISH
lb 27c
MRS LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union St 118-tf
two children of Eagle are guests of
PICKWICK BRAND
Friday,
returning
Sunday,
accom

LARGE NORTHERN
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B. Eaton.
MINCED
KAM
modern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
OYSTERS
piM 29c
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and son panied by Mrs. Earl Davis who has
LAND WATER CO.. Tel 634.
118-tf
been spending a few weeks there.
PIG LIVER
SMOKED FILLETS lg 19c
Raymond recently went to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown and
Miss Emily Sheppard has closed
her cottage at Dunham's Point and family of South Portland are guests
returned to Brookline. (Mass. She of Mrs. Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
was accompanied by Miss Alice Poor Ulysses Davis.
Mrs. Sarah Marshall leaves this
NOTICE: I Byron A. Carter forbid all
who has been her guest.
persons trusting my wife Phyllis Carter,
Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester is visiting week for Stockton Springs where she
as I shall pay no bills after this date.
will spend the winter.
Oct. 21. 1936. BYRON A CARTER.
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Swans Island, Maine
128*130
WE BUY
Mrs. Emma Smalley is making her
WE BUY
Mss. Margaret Brown of Roway_WRITE G. A." A-JONBS7bIuc1iiI] Falls.
Dressed Hogs. Beef, Lamb and Veal. ton, Conn., was recent guest of Mr. winter residence in New Hampshire.
Maine, for constructive spiritual read
We sugar cure and smoke your hams,
ing. 16 questions answered. 25c and
Fred Waldo has returned home
and Mrs. Burton Brown.
stamp.___________________________ 129*131
shoulders and baron.
after
passing
a
week
in
Thomaston.
[
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Schroeder
have
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
C. H. RICE COMPANY
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at RockMrs. Merton Anthony has returned
laud Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Tillson Avenue
Rockland, Me. closed Bay View Farm and are In
JEWELER
solicited
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
121-132 1 Massachusetts for tlie winter.
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
from a visit in Augusta.
118-tf

The delicious

S

I LOST AND FOUND j

TEA

115

soccINY BUIRNING 0 IL
HGfiOh

you

25?

FOR SALE

House-Sherman, Inc.

\

AYER’S

WILLIS AYER

WEEK END SPECIALS

CIGARETTES, -rt°"

10<

TOMATO SOUP,No lcan
WAX BEANS,

2 No. 2 cans

MISCELLANEOUS

OLD GOLD

®SOC* ETY

DOWN! DOWN!

DOWN!

Go Footwear Bills When You Wear

Mrs. Olive Griffiths of Providence.
R. I., was a guest yesterday of Mrs.
Grace Keller. Elm street.

Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mrs. Louis
Coltart and Mrs. Viva Kalloch were
the prizewinners when D. & F. Club
Major Talbot Aldrich of Boston was met this week with Miss Marion
a visitor in the ciky yesterday. He Upham.
expressed the belief that Massachu
setts will elect a Republican Governor
Chummy Club met Tuesday night
and United States Senator, and that with Mrs. E. ,W. Freeman, Mrs. H. R.
the State will be close on the Presi I Mullen, guest of honor, with a birth
dency.
day cake. Mrs. Velma Marsh and
Mrs. Pearl Lock were luckiest at
cards.
Miss Carrie Fields, who has been
spending the past month in Boston'
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown are
and New York, has returned to her
visiting in Boston.
'
home on Maverick street.
James H. Roberts, who has been
visiting his former home at Vinal- 1
haven, was in the city yesteTday on )
his way to Philadelphia. Going home j
to vote for Landon.

ment, this country possesses a large
share of the world's goods with a high
standard of living conditions and ex
Instructive Program Was
cellent educational opportunities,
Given At Mrs, Benner’s— and countries under dictatorship suf
fer in comparison, in his opinion.
Prevention of War
Weak forms of government, such as
The Woman's Educational Club existed in Germany, where there were
was pleasantly entertained Monday, 34 divisions of the Reichtag, resulted
in the rise of such leaders as Hitler
at thc home of Mrs. Lelia Benner
who offered an improvement ln con
witli an instructive program.
ditions.
The Bible antonvm contest and a
He stressed the need for peace the
talk on Anne Sullivan Macy, teacher world over and advocated better sup
of Helen Keller, by Mrs. Louie Drew port morally and financially for the ’
ett occupied part of the afternoon peace societies already in existence
session, followed by a tap dance by The aims of the National Council for
Beverly Cogan daintily clad in a the Prevention of War were set forth
pale blue fairy costume, with Mrs., In his judgment people are too ready
as a rule to condemn foreigners. |
Drewett at the piano.
A discussion then took place on Building good will is of prime im- '
whether a man who had been a portance and the fact that co-opera-1
teacher in a community was justified tion builds where competition kills:
in refusing to shovel snow and in would be well to keep in mind, in hls
taking relief instead. Widely differ opinion. He also stated that it 1
ing views were expressed; one person would be necessary to think in world '
being of the opinion that in the as terms as we live in a family of I
signment of relief work, the capabili nations, since we have made more
ties and training of the recipient progress in transportation in the past,
should be considered, others thought ten years than in all history and j
that shovelling snow would be pre many foreign countries are now as
ferable to accepting charity without available to us as was Portland or
a return, another took the point of Bangor to our forefathers, and if one
view that this person having reached nation succeeds the others are benethe age of 55 after spending the best fitted, if one suffers the other do.
He went on to say that peace does j
part of his life at teaching rather
than hard physical labor who had not come through waiting or pray-'
lost his position and savings through ing for it, a price must be paid for
conditions beyond his control was it; peace like war must come first in
justified in taking such an attitude. the realm of thinking before it can
The next topic for discussion was be outwardly manifested. He then
"How Tactful Are You." A person's brought out the enormous cost of war
reactions in such situations as when with facts and figure showing thc
a guest broke a choice dish, forget tremendous price paid not only ln
ting the name of a person one wishes dollars and cents, but in the lives of
to introduce, and other embarassing the youth of a nation, these figures
situations determined the degree he showing that as much as we complain
possesses. It was decided that ob of conditions, this country fared bet
servance of the golden ruie and the ter in this respect than the European
use of common sense would do much participants in the World !War, as
to prevent the unpleasant consequ taxation there is almost confiscatory.,
ences which sometime result from He attributed the depression to the
World War as the farmers over
tactless conduct.
Mrs. Etta Sanborn gave a talk on worked the soil to meet the demands
the political situation quoting several for food by the warring nations, and
newspaper
articles
and
radio continued with large scale produc
speeches warning of the dangers of tion after the war so that there was
communism, excessive taxation and an overproduction of food and now
the results of certain policies of the 1 much farming land is unproductive.
New Deal which are already being He estimated that the money spent
felt in the Increasing cost of living. on the World War would be sufficient
Mrs, Mary Perry Rich read a poem to pension every person over 65 years
on taxation and Mrs. Ellen Dyer an of age $100. Disputes between na
article pertaining to the topics under tions, like those between Individuals,
! might better be settled by arbitradiscussion.
Gerald Margeson then presented tion. in his judgement.
In the discussion that followed, he
an article written by George W.
Dyer Mgr., of the National reemploy showed how difficult it would be to
ment Sen-ice. Rockland, Maine, en , land an invading army in this countitled "A Service Which Belongs to I try, on account of the large amount
thc Public Should Be Understood by of supplies which would be consumed
j in crossing and the difficulty of rethe Public."
Tlie next meeting is to be at the | plenishing in an enemy country, it
home of Mrs. Winifred Horton, 219 being possible to land but few at a
time as the harbors are all protected
Cedar street, Nov. 6.
At 6 oclock the afternoon session so other places would have to be
sought.
adjourned for a box lunch.
During his stay in this city Mr.
The evening session began with
patriotic exercises led by the follow Douglass was thc guest of Mrs. Lelia
ing members: Prayer, Mrs. Therese Bennei.
Smith; preamble to thc Constitution,
Mrs. Minnie Blethen; American's
IN ,AUTO ACCIDENT
Creed, Mrs. Marian Lindsey; Gettys
burg Address. Mrs. Evelyn Mc- Mrs. Spurner, Formerly of
Kusick; Salute to the Flag, Miss
North Haven and Thomas
Marguerite Gould.
ton,
In ,Western Crash
The speaker of the evening was
Gaylord Douglass, secretary for New
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Spurrier of
England of the National Council for
Chelan. Wash., figured in a motor
the Prevention of War. Mr. Douglass
assident October 18 when, jour
had for his subject "Thc Challenge
neying
heme
from
Cashmere
of Citizenship Today." He called at
they
collided
with
an
unlight
tention of the privileges which we en
ed car parked directly in the
joy under the Constitution and to the
fact that the question before us (to main highway. Ascending a rise, the
Spurrier car came upon this machine
day is whether we want to throw
so abruptly that a turn-out was Im
away our rights under the constitu
tion for something we know’ nothing possible. but as the driver's rate was
but 35 miles an hour the resulting
about, or bend our efforts to the pro
per enforcement of its provisions. impact was comparatively light.
Mr. Spurrier escaped with slight
Under our present form of govern
bruises, but Mrs. Spurrier suffered
a cut on her right leg at the knee
which necessitated several stitches.
Her left leg was fractured at the
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
knee joint and she also sustained
other slight bruises.
Mrs. Spurrier will be remembered
as the former Mrs. Fred H. Butler of
Thomaston and North Haven. She
I is now a patient at the Deaconess
Hospital in Wenatchee, Wash., where
mail from Maine friends will be hap
pily received.

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Mrs. M. A. Johnson has returned
from a week's visit in Boston.

Miss Priscilla Robinson of the
Senior class of Rockland High School
went yesterday to Isle au Haut to be
guest of her parents during the
school recess.
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Ball-Band— the best footwear for all the family.
Every step costs less because BALL-BAND wears so
much longer. It fits betters, feels better and looks

better, too. We like to sell you BALL-BAND (Red Ball)
Marion Shuman of Camden spent
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Winslow °i Wednesday with Mrs. Ernest Achorn
footwear because we know it gives satisfaction.
Pittsfield were in the city Sunday, ac- Jr.
coinpan.cd by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Misses Barbara Orff, Eleanor Look
Jones.
Shirley Stickney, Priscilla Robinson
Mrs. H J. Weisinan has returned and Mary Havener proved ideal host
432 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 374-W
from Boston where she has been esses at a Halloween dance Tuesday
visiting her former home.
evening at the Owl’s Head Town Hall.
Prizes were received by Muriel Me- j ——_______
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary, Fhee and David Curtis for the best
WATCHING FOR FAIRIES
V.F.W.. have extended an invitation costumes. Other outstanding cos- j Mendelssohn s Wedding March was i
•to Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R., to at tumes were worn by Ruth Pike, Mar- i P^yed, after which an informal re- ,
tend a joint installation to be held j garet Osier, Bernice Havener Bj.< | ception was held, the newly weds j When Colleen Moore, whose fareceiving line by the mOus doll-house is now being exSunday. Nov..l, at 2 p. m. in K of P. Cross, Edward Childs. Bob Blackman j°ined m
and Maxwell Ames. The guests wet e ?roorns parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph hjbited at the jOrdan-Marsh Co.
hall.
delighted by a variety of dances the I ^uin
a store- was vislting the P^dergast
Mrs. Harry Gurdy was hostess to prize waltz being won by Ruth Pike andl the brlde 8 Parents- After a Preventorium of the Boston Tubercu
series of pictures refreshments were
the Contract Club Tuesday afternoon and David Curtis and the Scooch'
losis Association, a small boy called
Waltz by Muriel McPhee and Fred served. The long table was laid with
at her home on Masonic street.
her to hts bedside and innocently
an
ecru
lace
cloth.
In
the
center
Halning. Those present were Muriel
a stunning candelabra with soft rose said:
McPhee.
Bernice
Havener.
Vieno
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey and Mrs,
lights threw a delicate hue over the
"Why don't you set a mouse-trap
Charles Bowers of East Waldoboro Kangas, Helvi Rivers. Margaret Osier, scene. An imposing bride's cake was outside your doll-house, and maybe
Virginia
Gray,
Eleanor
Ames.
Betty
were visitors here Tuesday.
placed at one end and at the other a i you would catch some fairies,
McAlary, Maizie Joy, Elizabeth Till.
large silver tray bearing individually j Recently a young son of a RockRuth
Pike
Charlene
Ramsdell.
Elea

A rehearsal at K P. hall will be
wrapped pieces of wedding cake made land doctor asked his daddy to take
held by Huntley-Hill Auxiliary Friday nor Johnson. Maxwell Ames, Fred ' by the bride's mother. Other decora- , him to Lincolnville Beach to see the
night; members are requested to and Sidney Harden, Bill Foster, Ster tive features in the room consisted of new ferry-boat he had chanced to
ling Morse. Leighton White, David
meet at 7.30.
flowering plants autumn leaves and hear the family talking about.
Curtis, Leslie Soners, Meredith Don-j
j
„
.. ,,
| evergreens. The bride cut and served ; "C. K ,” said Daddy. So they went,
dis,
Edward
Childs
Kenneth
Morgan.
L
.
Mrs. Donald Karl and son Richard, _
„
. _.
her cake, which was augmented by and watched the boat draw near the
Tony
Murgita,
Robert
Chandler.
■
,
,
, . .
.
,
i
,
. ,
Mrs Frank Harding and son Jimmy
„
chicken sandwiches, cakes, fancy pier. travelers disembark; others got
,.
,
.
u
j t
. .,
.
, . "
and Mrs. Kenneth Pitts were among Charles Mitchell, Bernard Thompson,
., cookies, ice cream and punch, served aboard and the ferry-boat left, as
Skinner, Bill Cross. Cobb . „
J
,• i
~
those attending the Farmington- Jimmie
„ .
, —
„ .
,
by Mrs. Alfred Church, Miss Marian also did Daddy and sonny over the
J
„
Rockland football game Saturday at Peterson, Charles Dorgan. Bob Black- Church
and
™----- *- —
■* ’*Miss
**“ »Maxine
r--‘— Perry. Mrs. road for Rockland, with Sonny in a
Farmington. Before returning home man and Fred Hainlng. Music was Basil Winchenbaugh presided over very quiet mood. "Did you like it?
they called on Miss Emma Harding furnished by “Fred Harden’s Orches the punch bowl.
the father inquired. "Yes,” said
and Miss Hazel Vasso who are stu tra." ,
Ushers were Mrs. Theodore Sylves sonny, “but I didn't see any Fairies!"
dents at Farmington Normal School.
ter and Miss Evangeline Paquin. Mrs.
—K S. F.
PAQUIN-WINCHENBACGH
Gabriel Winchenbaugh was in charge
Mr. and Mrs. C. ChurclMl Wahie
of the guest book, and Mrs. Benedict
left for their home in Detroit yester The home of Rev, and Mrs. Her Winchenbaugh of the gift book.
day after a short visit with Mr. and man R Winchenbaugh at the West
The bride threw from the head of
Mrs George E. McLaughlin.
Meadow was the scene of a charming the stairs her bouquet which was
autumn wedding last night at 8 caught by Miss Shirley Blackington,
Miss Harriet Beaton announces the
when
their youngest daughter, a close friend from earliest child
engagement of her sister Maudie to
hood. Amidst hilarious merrymak
Eleanor
Rebecca, was united in mar
Theodore D. Lewis, the son of Mr. and
ing the young couple made their get
Mrs Fied Lewis of Rockland. Thc riage to Roland Joseph Paquin of away, bound for Augusta where they
marriage will take place in the near Augusta. There were 20C bidden will at once begin housekeeping in a
future.
guests. Autumn reaves, red berries newly furnished apartment. The
and evergreen provided the motif for ! bride wore for travelling a blue swagMr and Mrs. Donald L. Kelsey are
decorations which were artistically j er suit with matching accessories,
the guests of Mr. and Mrs Samuil
and effectively done by Mrs. Charles Tlie wealth and beauty of gifts testlSczak in Fairhaven, Mass., over the
A. Emery. In the spacious living room fied to the esteem and affection held
weekend.
where the ceremony was performed for Mr. and Mrs. Paquin. and in- ,
the mantel and piano were banked in eluded silver, linen, china, household
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary has extend
a colorful manner. A bridal bower furnishings, electrical appliances,
ed an invitation to members of Lady
was erected in a comer, contructed crystal, glassware, etc.
Knox Chapter D.A.R. to attend the
of evergreen boughs entwined with
The bride is a graduate of Rockinstallation Sunday at 2 p. m. at
autumn leaves and interspersed with land High School, class of 1935. and
K of P. hall.
red berries. Across the upper edge has been in thc employ of Perry's
Mrs. Ruth Spear spent Sunday as there was a .festoon of spruce richly Market on thc clerical staff where
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hoyt studded with cones. The bridal party her efficiency was held in high re
took their places under a bunch of , gard. Mr. Paquin is a graduate of
in Union.
white chrysanthemums tied with Thomaston High School, class of 1933
white ribbon and hung much as a and is a member of the State HighHe works at a man's job where
Kay. daughter of Capt. and Mrs,
J. A Stevens and Evelyn, daughter of wddin* «*«• In the hall the balus- way Police. He is a young man of
dirty hands and face are the end
of a perfect day.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph U. Clark arc trade was banked with the autumn sterling qualities, and both he and
his bride are extremely popular.
among those having unpleasant ex decorations.
Ambng the out of town guests were Bill's a customer of ours ... we
Prior to the ceremony Mrs. H. O.
periences with the measles, In the
Mrs. Eliza Paquin. Miss Leontlne sell him his work and his dress
Heistad
of
Rockport
sang
“
I
Love
present epidemic.
You Truly" by Carrie Jacobs- Bond, Paquin. Robert and Ralph Erskine, of clothes.
Mrs. Kennedy Crane left Wednes and “O Promise Me" by DeKoven, Randolph; Misses Althea, Christine
Our label is with him when he'*
day for a week's visit in New York. with Mrs. Emery at the piano, and as and Joan Norton, of Gardiner. Mrs.
the strains of the (Bridal March from Oliver Griffiths of Providence. R. I.,
making his money by the sweat of
Mrs Lawrence Leach recently en “Lohengrin" sounded, played by Mrs. William Norton of Gardiner; Richard
his brow and when he's spending
tertained friends at a picnic supper, Qnery and Gabriel iWinchenbaugh. Paquin and Herbert Brown of Auit having a good time.
in honor of her father's birthday an violinist, the bridal party entered, the guesta.
Specializing as we do in entire
niversary. Those present were Mr. groom and his groomsman. Walter
NEW SCOUT TROOP
wardrobes. Bill never has to leave
and Mrs. Ralph Wyllie and Mr. and Ripley, of Augusta; the bride, her
thc Gregory label to keep an ap
Mrs Ronald Messer of Warren, Mrs. matron of honor, her sister, Mrs.
pointment with his boss or his best
Kate Murphy. Mrs, Clara Curtis and Edgar Crockett; the bridesmaid. Miss Has Been Organized in the Village of
Sunshine, and Has Twelve Charter girt
Miss Maerice Blackington of this Evelyn Paquin, sister of the groom;
the ring bearer, Claire Ripley of Au
Members
city.
gusta. a manly little figure in a black
The chartering of a new Boy Scout
Work Clothes here
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bodman of longtrousered suit; flower girl, Wilma
Lubec, returning from Albany, N Y., Ripley of Augusta, in white; and the troop, the 73d unit under the super
Dress Clothes here
and Fall River, Mass., where they at train bearers, Jeannette Winchen vision, was announced Monday by,
tended the dedication of a parsonage baugh in pink and Harland Sylvester,
Lawrence L. Lee, executive. The new
The best of both
in memory of the late Rev. E. J. Bod a sturdy little two-year old in a
man .were overnight guests Monday velvet suit which echoed the autumn troop, with 12 charter tenderfoot i
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell. colorings, and the officiating clergy scouts, is at Sunshine, one of the
man, the bride s father. The bride communities which compose the town
Beech street.
was given in marriage by her brother, of Deer Isle and ls officially tsbulat- j
It's getting time to select your
Tuesday Night Bridge Club attend Xavier Winchenbaugh, and the
ed as Troop 105.
ed the party at the Nurse's Home, for double ring service was used.
Ski Clothing
Rev. Elliott T. Bodwell is scoutmas
play, this week.
The attractive bride was gowned in
ter.
with
Frank
B.
Conary.
Jr.,
as
his
Wc are showing a great line
white satin en princess fashioned
Come jn and let us test your radio with high neck and long sleeves, worn assistant. Augustus C. Heanssler lc
tubes free—new tubes as low as 35c. with long tulle veil caught in place chairman of the troop committee,
<S> $> <$■
House-Sherman Inc.—adv.
with small flowers. She carried a the other members of which are Peter
M
Eaton
and
Ernest
Heanssler.
shower bouquet of white roses and
Charter members of the Sunshine i
button chrysanthemums. The maid
of honor wore royal blue trimmed troop are Clayton C. Weed. Merrill
with fur and carried yellow chrysan A Thompson. Cecil Robbins Ellsthemums, and the bridesmaid pink bro Robbins, Clifford Heanssler. Basil 416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
taffeta, also carrying yellow chysan- Heanssler, Eugene Eaton, Minot
Eaton. Everett M. Conary, Herbert W.
themums.
ILVER GERMICIDE — At the Close of the ceremony Conary, and John M. Betts,

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

Bill Smith

Black at Noon...

Brilliant At Night.

GREGORY’S

'

•> »;« <• »$• •>»J«<• »J«

»5»

♦>

ANNOUNCEMENT

+

To the buying public of Rockland and vicinity

THE VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
has the agency for the following nationally ad
vertised undergarment lines—

as Rex Stout's,
j famous amateur detective.!

MEET NERO
IV

^WOLFE
LIONEL STANDER
Joan Perry ■ Victor lory
Dannie Moore
John Qualen

I

Directed by Herbert Biberman
■ BP SCHUIBERG production

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

NOW PLAYING
“ADVENTURE IN MANHATTAN”
with

JEAN ARTHUR. JOEL McUREA

Phone 892
MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 & 8:30
CONT. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30

STARTS SUNDAY
SHIRLEY TEMPLE in ‘DIMPLES'

I 310 Main street- adv.

•••

*

MUNS1NG WEAR
Tailored Rayon and Tricot lines.

*

VANITY FAIR
Tailored Underwear and Pajamas.

*

BARGAIN LINGERIE
Gowns and Slips for your particular height
and size. Satin Dasche and Crepe.

+

CAMP ABDOMINAL SUPPORTS
Maternity and Post Operative.

+

*

4
+

*

4»

*

INDERA FIGURFIT
Knitted Princess Slips and Underskirts for
warmth and beauty.

♦
♦
+

<|>

The tremendous popularity of the above lines
is well known wherever women buy for distinc
tiveness in style as well as durability. Let us
demonstrate to you the superiority of these lines.
/ 13C-131

4.

Superheterodynes
with revolutionary
MAGIC VOICE,
which eliminates
"boom" from low
notes and allows
only desired "con
trolled" notes to
reach the ear. Built
for people with ex
pensive tastes but
modest pocket
books!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ROCKLAND, ME.

PAR.

MAINE LEAGUE, L. & B.
Joseph W. Randlette of Richmond
was elected president of the Maine !
League of Loan & Building Associa
tions at the annual meeting in Orono
Saturday The other officers elect
ed were: Vice president, Paul C. TapI ley of Ellsworth; secretary-treasurer,
Leo G. Sheesong of Portland; execu
tive committee, Carl F. Getchell of
Lewiston. J. Albert Jameson of Rock
land, H. J. Sinnett of Portland,
Stephen J. Heggerty of Augusta,
Frank E. Fleming of Sanford and the
immediate past president. Carroll L.
Weeks of Bangor.

Attention Hunters: Out of Doors
Footwear of all kinds from $2.50 to
$5.00. Six styles of Rubber HuntShoes. Four styles of Leathertops or
Larrigans, A Moccasin camp slipper
that zips on of soft elk leather that
(Ray says) is "a humdinger!" Have i
; you seen the red Windbreaker Vest I
1 with plenty of pockets at $2.50? All
wool hand knit sox (like grand-,
mother used to make)
$175. Other:
j wool sox from 50e up. Come in and
i see these "Togs' that make hunting
, a real pleasure! At Blackington’s.

+

+

E DWAR

J \ marvelous

❖ ♦!

LOUISE HENRY
DOUGLASS DUMBRILLE
GUINN WILLIAMS
Directed by Erie C. Kenton
Cased on * Outlaws of Palouso"
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

TONIGHT

FRIDAY NIGHT

AMATEUR SHOW

BANK NITE
$150.00
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1

coming festivities Present were: Mrs.
Fernald,. Mrs. Evelyn Brown. Sally,
Junior and Harold Brown. Mrs Abbie
VI ill Hold, Their Annual Con Some of the Difficulties
i Baird Dorothy Baird. Mrs. Marjorie
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
tests Here Saturday >—
Which Mt. Everest Climb
Beverage. Dorothy and Estelle Bever
EDUCATION PROSPERS
Good Time Ahead
age. Edwin Murphy. Mrs. Margaret
ers Must Overcome
Robbins. Jane Robbins. Elroy, Edith ,
John Pomeroy, president of the j
The
director
is
now
covering
22,
Once again man pits hls skill,
i and Hartley Beverage. Baby Alma
Chamber of Commerce, will welcome
schools, reaching 461 boys and girls. Beverage. Mrs Mabel Wright, Made- !
the 4-H’ers here for their county | strength and will against ice-plated Her schedule follows:
line and Loraine Hatch, Mary Her
contest. Saturday at the High School slopes, withering cold, booming winds
(Part Two)
Tuesdays: Sept. 22, Oct. 6-20. Nov. rick. Clara Brownell. Dana Herrick)
building at 9 a. m. Miss Velma Orey, and deficient oxygen in an assault on
3-17; Dec. 1-15; Razorville. West jr Frederick. Thelma and Viola,
On July 18. 1905, while under Capt. .vears that Capt. Hawthorne was a member of the Pine 4-H of Cam
Curtis the City of Bangor brought the master the ship was the oldest owned den. will give the response in hehalf the world's highest mountain. Mem Washington. Stickney Corner
Brownell. Donald Brownell, James
heaviest freight down from Bangor by the company plying between Bos of the Knox-Lincoln clubs.
bers of the 1936 British Mount Ever
Wednesdays: Sept. 16-30, Oct. Wentworth, Philip Wentworth, Elvira
that ever was brought down the river ton and any Maine ports, and that
Miss Evelyn Plummer, assistant est Expedition are now encamped al 14-28: Nov 4-18; Dec. 2-16: Pleasant-! 8nd Willis Reed, Donald Reed. Wil- ■
by the steamship company, and in She had a wooden hull and was State Club Leader, will be present for most within striking distance of the ville. North Warren. Stone School.
liani True. Miss Estelle Bartlett.
spite of the heavy freight the boat slightly deeper in the water then the morning program and will award
Thursdays:
Sept.
17
Oct.
1-15-29.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Brownell, and Miss
dreaded peak's yet unattained sum
left Rockland only 30 minutes be when new due to the fact that extra charters, seals and 4-H club pins at
Nov. 12-26; Dec. 10-24; South Hope. Margaret McKnight.
mit. 29.141 feet above the sea.
life boats had to be added to clear
hind her usual schedule.
Head of Lake
i
....
this time.
In June. 1906, the City of Bangor , the law also the decks reenforced
_,.
„
.
Miss McKnight has been speaking
•'Prom the highest camp 1300 feet
The roll call of all clubs will be
Fridays:
Sept.
18.
Oct.
2-16-30
,
.
#
u k. in
_
in several of the .locali churches
ran into her sister ship about 25 with heavy steel plates, there was [ given by R. C. Wentworth, county below the summit, climbers will strike
Nov.
13-27;
Dec
11.
Burkettville.
Ap

, the interest of the Association Among
miles off Portland, the City of Ban never a night that the City of Ban agent, and each club present will j out for their goal during the brief
pleton Primary, Appleton Grammar,
these churches are Union Methodist.
gor receiving the greater part of the gor remained in port due to weather answer with a club song or cheer.
' interlude between winter gales and North Hope.
First Baptist in Rockland. Pratt Me
damage. The crews of each ship were conditions if any other Eastern
A free movie will be given to the monsoon snows,' says a bulletin from
Tuesdays :Sept 29. Oct. 13-27. Nov. morial Methodist in Rockland. Cam
exonerated from all blame and the Steamship boat sailed. During the 4-H club members in Park Theater the Washington. D. C„ headquarters
10-24. Dec 2-23, Ash Point. Spruce den Methodist, and next Sunday, at
company at once made a ruling that entire time he was aboard she never the last part of the morning. This of the National Geographic Society,
Head. Bassic.
the Warren Congregational. Last
the western-bound ship would sail layed over in the Kennebec River free movie has been made possible by
due
to
fog
and
It
was
very
rare
that
Wednesdays: Sept. 25. Oct 7-21. Sunday while she was speaking at
Lack
Of
Oxygen
Saps
Strength
outside of the islands and the east
Lawrence Dandeneau and Joseph
ern-bound ship would sail inside, the boat used more than 10 hours be Dondis, managers of Rockland
"Attempts to conquer Mount Ever- j Nov. 4-18. Dec 2-16. Lawry. Broad the Camden church the East Union
Cove. Pleasant Point.
Sunday School was conducted under
which made the boats several miles tween Bath and Boston.
tneaters.
; est have already cost 13 lives and
tay out late—overnight—over
apart when passing at sea. The com
Thursdays: Sept. 24. Oct 8-22. Nov. local leadership.
A parade at noon of the 4-H mem- ! many hundreds of thousands of dola week-end! With an Airtemp
Due to the loss of Steamer Bay bers by clubs from Park Theater. I lars. The peak towers into oxygen- 2-19. Dec. 3-17, Willardham, Long
pany continued this arrangement un
Oil
Burner on thc job, you'll come
State
which
ran
ashore
on
Cape
til the wireless was installed a few
through Main street will be led by the deficient atmosphere where the steel- Cove. Wheeler's Bay and Clark Island
Elizabeth in the fall of 1916 the Rockland High School Band. Tire muscled climber totters upward with Primary. Wheeler's Bay and Clark
back
to
a snug, warm home.
years later
TIMELY HELPS
During June, 1906. Capt. Pierce following year the City of Bangor program in the afternoon will in- the stumbling gait of an octogen- Island Grammar.
Airtemp heating is a real com
for the
gave up the sea on account of ill was placed on the Portland Line in clude a minstrel show by the Jolly arian Though the foothills, a few
fort—a real economy. For Airtemp
Fridays: Sept. 25. Oct. 9-23. Nov.
health and Capt. Roix of the City of her^place j.vith Capt. Alvah B Strout To^rs of oeorges River road. Thom- , miles to the south, are tropically clad 6-20. Dec. 4-18. Cushing No. 1 Pint
HOMEMAKER
gets every bit of heat out of every
Bangor was placed on the City ot j of South Portland as her master and aston; duet, by Barbara Heald and in bamboo and rhododendron, Mount Basin.
gallon of fuel oil.
Rockland and the City of Bangor s i had a good season although business Ruth Gwen. Camden: "Last Day of Everest projects into eternally Arctic
‘ With good grooming and planning
• • • •
Don't put off enjoying Airtemp
new master was Capt. Curtis. Capt. j had begun to decline on this line.
School' by the Willing Workers of upper air. Temperatures of 20 degrees
There are preaching services each any girl can be a candidate for the
heat. Airtemp prices are low. Pay
Oeorge Sawyer of the City of* Bangor
fn January. 1918 the Government Hope; Violin Solo by Grace Bever- ' below zero have been recorded at ad
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 at Clark best dressed girl in school," says
AIRTEMP Oil BURNER • Lnuiually
ments easy. Installation is quick.
became relief captain.
[ t00k over th6 New York and Boston age. North Haven; Song and Dance, I van;e camps in June, a summer Island, with Rev. Newell Smith of Helen C. Spaulding. Extension Cloth
quiet • Economical on oil • Clean
See
your Airtemp dealer today.
and
depend
able
a
Three
years
to
pay
• • • •
j steamers Bunker Hill and Massa by Marjorie Wiggin of South Thom- month.
Tenant's Harbor conducting. Last ing Specialist.
In June, 1907. the company made ' chusetts and the best boats the com• • • •
aston.
"Between spurs and shoulders of Tuesday night there was choir prac
AIRTEMP OIL BURNERS, BOILER BURNERS, COOLING UNITS
arrangements for the City of Bangor ' pany had to fill their places were the
‘Two or three girls in every high
The last of the afternoon program Everest, rock-crushing glaciers pour tice. conducted by Mrs. Smith, and
SUMMER AND WINTER AIR CONDITIONERS
to be placed on the Kennebec line Camden and Belfast.
school class seem to look Just right,"
will be for the awarding of prizes of their sluggish bulk, doomed to lose
The Penobscot River Line opened which the county plaque given by The their identity in water on the sun- those present were Marian Graves. she says. "They are scrupulously
and the Camden, a new ship, was to
Represented by
Edwin Baum. Katherine Caven. Kentake her place here. Capt. G. W. in 1918 when Steamer City of Ban Courier-Gaaette of Rockland to the parched plains of Bengal or the windy neth Malstrom, Marian Larsen. clean from thelr simply arranged hair
AIRTEMP,
N. Y. SALES CORP.
Colby of Bath took the Bangor on gor under Captain Alfred E. Rawley highest scoring club in the county ls uplands of the Tibetan plateau,
to their well polished shoes. Thelr
405 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK
Minerva
Johnson.
Doris
Caven.
Shir

hands are inconspicuously well cared
the Kennebec run. When the City of who later served as master of the the outstanding award for the day., Crevasses, avalanches, ripping gales
G. A. LAWRENCE CO., 23 Tillson Ave.. Roekland. Me.
ley Johnson Mrs Caven presided at
for and clothes are clean, well
Bangor left Boston on her first trip Belfast for many years. Capt. Rawley John Richardson of The Courier- and, aiways, the will-sapping altitude
the
piano,
and
Mr.
Smith
was
al.o
there were more than 400 passengers bad been master of the Belfatst and Gazette will make this award.
make a powerful combination to block present with the group. After prac brushed and pressed.
and a very heavy freight. The boat Camden since 1913 and was well
* * * *
Oeorge Coleman. Wiscasset, will the hardy Everesters; Sheer drops tice a social hour was enjoyed, with
"Il takes planning to get a good
reached Eath one hour earlier than qualified to handle the City of Ban lead the singing and Mrs. R C gj thousands of feet are not infre
cocoa, cake and candy served by looking outfit on a very’ modest bud
the pianist
the Ransom B Fuller was ln the habit gor. The boat left Boston at 5 p m. i Wentworth
quent. Commoner, however, are tan Mrs Caven and Miss McKnight.
get. Often those outstandingly well
of arriving. Capt. Colby had a very loaded to capacity with freight and
Miss Jessie M. Lawrence and Mrs talizing oblique rock slopes affording
w
wU1
Judges>
dressed girls have planned to make
successful season with this boat and with 150 passengers aboard Due to
precarious footing where a fall can
The re-organization of the Clark all items harmonioQs parts of the
the people on the line were well satis- the fact that
had not 1,6611 out in the Ball Brothers' Canning Con- not be checked and 'down' means
Island Christian Endeavor Society whole, and to distribute replace
fled with the ship on account of her of 0,6 water since withdrawn from
Miss Lawrence will announce ‘out;
ments over a fairly long period. They
will take place Tuesday at 6.
fine speed and comfort. At the close Portland-Boston route in 1917 and to
winners in the Ball Brothers' I
"Everest's inaccessibility has added
have studied colors and lines in order
•
•
•
•
of this season the business conditions
Canning Cont6St and glve the llst ol to the romance of attempts to climb
' to choose those best suited to them
als0 lncreased the diffiwere better than ever before in the Rockland at 9.30 a. m„ using 16 „ exhlbiu for the state seed Show at R bu[
Dr. H. V. Tweedie is teaching the
selves.
history of that line. After the sum hours to make the run that she made Lewiston in November.
Planning and young people's class at Clark Island.
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hours when a new ship. Due
mer season Steamer Camden was in ten
th. v.rv
tho hoot I
Rockland ”>erchants, banks, outfitting for the present expedition
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poswithdrawn from the Bangor line due
The East Union Sunday School is mum upkeep the girl should ask her
We have Single and Double Tub
award aU highest ranking were done in England, almost 900C
to the fact that the wharves along the was not able to leave Rockland until sible
miles by the usual sea route from the preparing the pageant “Out of the
line were not so solid as necessary 1:10 p. m.. and did not reach Bangor Juniors seniors, and Young Farmers goal. As far as Darjeeling in North- Bible*' to be given in about two self these questions: Will this soil
easily? Will it clean easily and in
merchandise; to award
for a turbine propelled boat, so the until after 8 p m. The Bangor con- witb gifts
ern India. 100 air-line miles from the weeks.
expensively when soiled? Will it re
tinued
on
the
line
making
a
two
trip
facb
member
who
has
completed
Their rapacity ranges from 1 to 2 barrels
City of Bangor was returned to the
peak, approach was comparatively
• • • •
quire frequent pressing? Will it wear
daily for the smaller mill—and 2 to 8
Bangor line under Capt. Prank Brown a w6ek schedule until the City of the year s club work with a club pin;
easy. From that point, 165 Sherpa The Hope Sunday School enjoyed as‘long as it must to keep the budges
barrels daily on the larger.
of Hampden who later became a well P'ocl^and under Capt Frank Brown and
announce the name of the girl
These mills produce maximum quantity
known master of the Steamer Cam- *as added t0 lh6 line and th6n a winning the trip to Washington. D and Bhotiya porters and 250 trans- giving a surprise birthday party to in balance?"
of high quality, pure, clear amber cider.
port
animals
marched
300
miles
on
a
the
superintendent.
Mrs.
Etta
Fernald.
—
-----------------den.
four uiP schedule went int0 6fl6ct C.. with the rest of the Maine deleCall or write for special circulars. They
loop through Tibet to reach the peak! Oct. 24 The boys and girls met at
ALL ARE ENDORSED
....
for th6 summer months. On Sept. 9 gates in june-as her expenses of 875
are priced pleasingly low for
on its most climbable northern face, , me ban and tben went w the home
In 1908 the Camden was put on the the Olty of Rockland left Rockland have
raised within a few dol—IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES—
Al! of Maine's newly chosen Con
‘
The
load
of
160
pounds
of
food
;
0
(
Mrs.
Fernald's
daughter.
Mrs
Boston-St. John run whUe tlie | her last time under Capt. George Urs
(7836)
and equipment for each pack animal Brownell, where there was a Jolly gressional delegation are endorsed
wharves were being strengthened at Sawyer of Winterport who took
All visitors are welcome to attend
FARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY STFLIES — SEEDS
is a measure of the planning, prepa- t;me playing games. Each class pre by the Townsend weekly, in the issue
Winterport and Searsport and the j charge of the City of Rockland after county contest from 9 a m to 3 p m. ~ Jon”“d pb}.si”'i VOrk nectary
sented Mrs Fernald with a gift box of Monday. Oct. 26. This include.
the
death
of
Capt.
Frank
Brown.
City of Bangor under Captain Brown
to get six or eight ‘climax climbers’ Ice cream, birthday cake and candy Senator Wallace H. White. Jr., and
5
Though
the
Bangor
was
not
able
to
Until
en
her
last
sailing
from
that
and the City of Rockland under
into position for the short but excruci , were served. It was a perfect sur- Representative-elect
James
C.
PORTLAND
MAINE.
rCCFRAL .nJ TFMP4L STS.,
Captain Curtis handled the work on make good time as in her younger city. This was the end of the Kenating push to the top.
’ prise party for Mrs Fernald had not Cliver, Clyde H. Smith and Ralph O
the Bangor Line. Captain Brown days she gave faithful service and nelxt River Line. One of the
J had the slightest idea of the forth- Brewster, all Republicans.
had a very successful season in fact dodged submarines safely during reasons for discontinuing service
Weather Conditions Decisive
war
times.
was the heavy op* rating cost. Ac
the 'best season the line ever had and
“Final arbiter in the struggle will j
cording to the laie Marshall Hara 1 n
without accidents. Captain Brown
be the weather. At best, proper con
The following year on July 4 the of Bath who wa. agent at that ‘Luo
is well remembered by many Rock
ditions for the climb obtain for only
land people as captain of Steamer City of Bangor was placed on tlie the cost of operation was more than
a few weeks of the year. When the
Camden which he held until the boat Bangor Line under Capt. Charles double what it cost when the boat
monsoon strikes. the mountain must
was put on the New York and Boston Crockett of Winterport and was to first went on that line in 1907. In
be vacated If thaws and snows come
Line in 1918 when he took the City 1 run a five trip schedule pairing up 1907. $600 would run the City of
ahead of schedule, the fight must be
THE WORLDS FINEST MOTOR OIL
of Rockland.
with the Camden which was to make Bangor from Boston to Gardiner and
called off. Avalanches have buried
The following year the City of i 3 trips per week. This was ihe first return to Boston paying all expenalive members of former expeditions.
Bangor and City of Rockland were ship that Capt. Crockett commanded 1 sefc including all upkeep taxation and
1
H
1
_ I While planting a flag on the top of
placed on the Kennebec Line. The 1 and he certainly did a fine job that • repairs of property along the water
Everest would be a stirring climax to
City of Bangor ran steadily on this season. Capt. Crockett later became , front at Popham Beach. [Bath,
years of effort, human life will not be
line and Kennebec people were proud [ master of the Camden which posi- Richmond. Dresden, and Gardiner.
'HE facts on this page sound hard to believe. But here is the
of her until 1917 when due to the tion he held as long as that boat In the year of 1925 $1700. would not ne_
en angere on e presen
±
rreason why GULFPRIDE—and only GULFPRIDE—can accomplish
expedition.
loss of the Bay State she was put on run, and after her withdrawal in pay for the same trip.
such
results . . .
“Deterioration is man's arch-enemy
The next two years the Company
the Portland line leaving the City 1934 he alternated with Capt Rawley
on
upper
Everest.
The
term
is
used
Gulf begins with selected Pennsylvania crude, refines it to a
of Rocklagid to care lor the Kenne as master of the Belfast until his arranged to run the Boston and
motor oil that equals the best—then further refines it by the exclu
bec line with a four trip schedule. death Aug. 1. 1935 which took place Portland Boats as far East as Booth- 10 descrl^e lbe e^ecti of comb, red
During the years that the City of suddenly while landing the Belfast at bay Harbor instead of laying to the cold and tock of oxygenatthe higher
sive Alchlor process.
Bangor was on the Kennebec Line Poster's Wharf Boston. Sept. 12 the wharf in Portland all day. This ar- 'Deterioration is defined by the
Only GULFPRIDE is made by this process—result of 15 years’
such loss of physical
she suffered a few mishaps. On July City of Bangor left Rockland her last ! rangement cost very little more ! cllmbers
research
—the same scientific research that has made every Gulf
trip
of
the
season
and
which
was
money
and
It
was
believed
that
since
strenglh
and
mental
initiative
that,
,’6. 1909 she struck a dredger in
her
last
active
service
on
the
Bangor
business
on
the
Portland
line
had
no
amount
of
rest
and
food
can
make
product
a leader.
Lovejoy's Narrows near Richmond
up wlthout a return to a lower
.and was slightly damaged and the Line although she again appeared ’ been very light late years that this
Read the facts below. Then drain your dirty summer-worn oil
dredger was damaged beyond repair. in Rocklandxar.-1 run as far as Win would toe a profitable arrangement, elevatton.
and
refill with WINTER GULFPRIDE now. At all Gulf dealers.
It is a matter of dispute at what
• • • «
terport during October 1925 on a The City of Bangor and a smaller
Probably the worst accident the special frei.’ut and when she re boat wl’.th the steamboat company altitude deterioration sets in. To commembers of the present expe
City of Bangor ever had took place turned to Bocton under Capt. Charles had recently purchased were assigned ba:
AN AMAZING TEST. Bottle No. 1
July 18. 1913 while lying at Foster's Crockett on this occasion was the to this run but after tiwo years this dition have undergone rigid accli
shows a mixture of 6 famous Penn
The commissary is
sylvania motor oils. Bottle No. 2
Wharf Boston awaiting sailing time i last time this ship was seen in these was found unprofitable and on the matization.
shows them after being put through
fire broke oift aboard the steamer. ■ waters.
second Monday of September 1927 stocked with a bigger supply of ener
Gulf's Alchlor process. Bottle No. 3
The boat was iso badly burned that
under Oapt. Brewer the City of Ban- gizing sugar (12 ounces per man per
shows the 20% waste removed from
During 1920 the company planned , gor left Portland for Boston. This ! da5'd nourishing preserved eggs, hams,
repairs cost $100,000 and the loss of
these already highly-refined oils by
the use of the ship for the rest of to place this boat on the Boston- was the last trip the City of Bangor
and other delicacies. Thus
the Alchlor process. This process
strengthened
from
within,
the
climb

the season. While the hull was be Portland line with the Ransom B ! ever made and on arrival in Boston
starts where others stop! That's why
ers are also better protected from
ing repaired after the fire new boil Fuller but after the boat was made I was tied up.
GULFPRIDE is the world's finest
motor oil.
ers were installed and in the spring ready for a season that business was
Since 1927 the City of Bangor has the atmosphere. Oxygen starvation
of 1914 she again appeared on the so poor on that line that they decided been tied up at various wharves ln steins circulation, facilitates frostbite.
Kennebec Line under Capt. James to use only the one boat so the City Boston and East Boston and neg Apparatus for producing oxygen is
.Hawthorne of Richmond. Capt. of Bangor remained in East Boston lected. During the fall of 1933 she available for those who want it.
.Hawthorn's life on this 6hip was a all that year. Between 1921 and 1924 was laying off Federal Wharf East Eiderdown suits and self-pitching
TOTS IN THE AIR-3 out of the
perfect success from the day he took she was operated on the Boston and Boston and was in hard condition. tents insure the maximum possible
11 winners in last year's National
command until Nov. 24. 1916 when Portland Line under Capt. Call who ■ Her paint was very bad and her deck comfort. The scarcity of wood is met
Air Races used GULFPRIDE OIL,
.he tied her up for the last time at had previously been master of the canvas had began to leak in several with larger supplies rt kerosene for
the identical oil you can buy for
Foster s Wharf Boston.
your car at any Gulf dealer. This
Cit> cf Rockland on the Kennebec places and the paint was all off her tent stoves.
“aviator's oil” will take you farther
“Climbing Everest is sc.newhat simi
, In spite of the fact that during the Line and later figured in a bad ac hull above the waterline. On Dec.
BEWARE WINTER! Better
before you need to add a quart than
not let cold weather catch you
cident with Steamer Boston on the 27, 1933 during a snow storm and gale lar to travel in the Arctic. On the
any oil you ever usedl
with
sluggish
summer
oil
in
the
mountain,
however,
men
must
over

her decks became very heavily laden
Boston New York Line.
crankcase. Re prepared with
In 1924 after the losis of the City with snow bringing her low enough come the traditional hazards of pre
WINTER GULFPRIDE. This
of Rockland which took place in the Into the water that water came ln cipitous slopes, winds of vastly greater
oil beats on every point the win
velocity,
low
barometric
pressure
and,
through
the
seams
in
her
hull
where
fall of 1923 at the mouth of the
ter oil specifications set up by
Kennebec, the City of Bangor was the paint and calking had been most trying of all, air that provides
the U. S. Navy, It flows freely
placed on the Kennebec line once washed out. In less than two hours scanty fare for human lungs.
below zero. Starts quickly. Saves
“Everest was one of the innumer
motor and battery. Refill nowl
more and was under Capt. Nahaum time •after the boat was discovered to
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be filling with water she sunk and able snow-capped giants measured by
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who
had
previ
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ously been Captain of Steamers has still remained half submerged at triangulation during the Great Trig
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plates are fresh and clean—clean where the
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highest mountain in the world; ”
Sept. 8 1925 the ity of Bangor left
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